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Local tobacco farmers
looking to the future
Plant .1 ransplants of Kentucky/
Tennessee.
Ihe system consistently generates more plants than expected
and clicrInates the possibility of
disease. Corbin said.
The-SyStem also eliminates the
"wilting period" experienced by
plants in the field alter traditional
transplanting and produces and
stronger, more uniform crop, he
said.
Farmers could construct low-cost
greenhouse system for early transplanting or use an outside system
for later transplants, he said.
Floating bed plants are now
available to area farmers through
producers in Florida and other
states, Corbin said.
Will Ed Clark, general manager
of the West Kentucky Dark-Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, told
the- farmers that the dark-fired
tobacco prices at the market are,

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

MURRAY, KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
/1.1 V;KOK. Thailand
"
experts are 4ging up
S plane crash sites in
Lairs after finding evi,
yield remains of
tit11:)!
•
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I he way of tomorrow may be
here ahicadv, according to tobacco
experts. 'Atm indicate high tech will
have more to do with the way
tobacco farmers produce. harvest
their crops in the near
and
fut
Cailov.ay County tobacco growers Monday night got a glimpse at
ne ot those high tech innovations
a floating plant-bed system
cJ.Ild save time and money
:'-o*Ice a more reliable and
Acre a1.0 updated on
market conditions and
-;1;:ciations during the
....IL! at We Weaks Com-

A

FRAN'liFORT, K.
lloi,se lawmakers who v.ere
appointed to prosecute the
impeachment of Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "ButchBurnette want to limit the proceedings to evidence of
Burnet,.!'s warn
theft conviction. They
that if the case gets off track
they will. raise issues even more
embarrassing to Bumette.

SPORTS
II I ()Iih" The doors o!
sfammed shut On
Ahen the Hall of
t of directors voted
o to nal the banned baseball
star from .ts ballot. While the
rule adopted does not specifically mention Rose, the former
(. :inr.atl Reds player and manager is the only living person on
the permanently ineligible list.
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.rmers arc continuing
ith
and praise
Pouting bed system,
Bill Corbin of Springrepresentative of

(Cont'd on page 2)
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%kill Ed Clark, general manager of the West Kentucky Dark-Fired Tobacco Growers Association, told
farmers Monday night that the dark-fired tobacco market has been uncharacteristically erratic at times
this )ear. Air-cured markets, however, have been very favorable.

Allies target Republican Guard, Scud sites
guns boomed again overniglit.
silencing a troublesome Iraqi. artillery battery in Kuwait with six
2.000-pound shells, the U.S. military said. On Sunday, the battleship's big guns were used in combat for the first time since the
Korean War.
Baghdad as rocked during the
night by another allied bombardment, AP correspondent Salah Nas-

By MARK FRITZ Assoctaied Press Writer
Mik.\\. Saudi Arabia -today struck 'deep
Ira. hitiiting down missile
hammering Saddam
i.rack troops. Iraq vowed
calling for terror
.:::acks •iHed targets worldwide.
Itie I SS Missouri's 16-inch
1)/f

1 s

ri the Iraqi capi. lie ,,,id siiioke and tire reached
thc; sky and terrified 'residents
; i biimn shelters,
cii,oted travelers as saySadjam
hometown
11!) miles nonh of Baghai
been under intense
.rJack.
Bag.l.da.: radio said starting
Wednesdas. civilians will no Ion-
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ger
has heating
.i.tasolinc. cooking gas or
fuels. Crasolir.e rationing.
il'iread:
efiect.
Iraq's Foreign Minister Tani/
in a letter to Iraqi nevi,:
said lras civilian
:ie hase rlsen to 428 killed a: :
more
,Aoarided ()Y,,
ra,:;o re; ,r1,:d 3'3 more a:r
durina the nigtt: and said resiJ.,:-

(Cont'd on page 2)

Tire retailers frustrated
over new state fee law

rob

DETROIT — General
Motors Corp. cut its common
stock dividend and announced
plans to trim as salaried work
force by 15 percent, or 15,0(1)
employees, over the next two
‘ears.

By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger 8, Times Staff Writer
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FORECAST
Mow
Mild tonight with occasional
light rain. Lows near 45. Wind
becoming light north.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4, -0.1 below 308.4, -0.8
Barkley Lake
354.5, +1.5 below 315.0, -2.1

IN DLN
One Section — 16 Pages
14; 15
Classifieds
14
Comics
14
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
6
Horoscope
6, 7
Murray Today
16
Obituaries
5
On Education
4
Perspective
10-12
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and $ a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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West View Nursing Home residents were "rocking for Alzheimer's and related disorders- in a fundraising event held at McDonald's and Wal-Mart this morning. This is the lint of many fund-raising-events
sponsored by the nursing home which will be held to raise money for Alzheimer's research. Pictured
above, Beulah Fielder gives Sean Williams a Hershey's kiss to show her appreciation for his donation.
West View Activities Director Carol York said that the nursing home hopes to raise thousands of dollars
for the charity from the many events which will be held from now until September.

Local tire retailers have voi;
their frustrations with the new
law, effective Jan. 16, v.hieb
requires them to pay a SI fee on alt
new replacement tires sold to
customers.
Retreads and used tires sold are
exempt: from the fee.
Tire retailers also must provide
,for the proper disposal of waste
tires in a permitted landfill or other
facility approved for the disposal
of waste tires, such as a registered
tire recycler.
Garvin Phillips, owner of Murray Wholesale Tire Service, said
this law is "a big goof."
Why should the state charge the
consumers an extra SI? Phillips
asked.
"For that $1 a tire, what are we
getting out of it? They have told us
what we can't do, but they haven't
told us what we can do," he said.
Phillips has between 100 and
150 tires that are stacking up

.ie
to dispose of
the Murray City Land. stopped accepting unrecycled
at the beginning of- this year.
'slaor ft:1 Cherry said that state
now prohibit the city landfill
rn accepting tires, unless they
cer,, shredded. A shredding
.,,LInc costs S165,000, he said,
re is no such machine in
Glasser), owner of Eco1 res ALService, said that he
Wing to pay a dollar
every tire if the state creates,a
dis.posal ssstem to get rid of the,
::7.es in a av.ful manner. He is currentis baying his tires picked up by
an Indiana-based company since he
knov.s of no sites in this area to
recycie his tires.
Franklin Carroll, owner of Carroll Tire Inc., said the state is taking advantage of the tire retailers.
"We'll have to charge the customers more or take it off our pro(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawmakers upset over AVLIS postponement
WASHINGTON (AP) — Several
Kentucky lawmakers are upset by
the U.S. Department of Energy's
decision to postpone plans for a
new advance technology plant that
would have used lasers to enrich
uranium for nuclear weapons.
Paducah. Ky., was one of several
sites in the running for the new
plant, known as the Atomic Vapor
Laser Isotope Separation project, or
AVLIS.
"I'm just really upset about
this." said U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford,

nuclear facilities in those cities
D-Ky., who is second in seniority
under contract with the Department
in the Senate. "I think it was a low
of Energy.
blow and uncalled for."
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, a
Monday's announcement came
only a few weeks after DOE was Democrat whose 1st District
scheduled to announce its list of ' includes Paducah, said William H.
Yoting, assistant secretary for
site finalists.
nuclear energy, told the lawmakers
An atomic energy plant at PaduMonday the decision to omit the
cah hat been competing for the
plant, estimated to cost more than -AVLIS project from the proposed
SI billion, for more than two years, fiKal year 1992, federal budget was
based on policy considerations and
along with Oak Ridge, Tenn., and
budgetary constraints.
Portsmouth, Ohio. Martin Marietta
Young drew their ire by saying
Energy Systems Inc. operates

site selection will not resume
unless Congress passes a law to
turn uranium enrichment over to
private enterprise.
Instead, Congress is asked to
approve President Bush's proposal
to cancel the site process for 1992
Ahile continuing AVLIS prototype
development at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories in California.
Rush's proposal calls for a $59
million increase for AVLIS over
1991, all in research and
development.

Both Ford and Hubbard vowed
to try and include the AVLIS
money in the Energy Department
funding bill over the administration's objections.
The technology has been under
development for a decade at a cost
of S900 million to SI billion, Hubbard said.
'It would certainly appear as
though we've wasted a lot of
money in researching this AVLIS
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Joe Clark to present lecture
at MSU on Tuesday, Feb. 12
Joe Clark. the subject of the motion
picture "Lean On Me," will present a
lecture on education reform in the
Murray Slate University ('urns Center ballroom Tuesday, Feb 12 at 7
4anlIn 1981, Eastside High School in
Paterson. N.J. was overrun with drug
dealers and thugs. Graffiti covered the
ails. There was a stabbing on the
orst day of school
In 1982. the slchool underwent a
change when principal and educator
Joe Clark began walking the halls
with a bullhorn in one hand and a
Louisv We Slugger in the other After

No fire found after
alarm activation
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a Ali at HI Markel
ing.s distnbution center Tuesdav
morning around 3:12 a m . accor,fing to a department spokesmar.
No fire was found at the center
located on Meivin Henley Dr,sc.
and the alarm was reset. acc.ord!ng
to reports

two years 01 Clark s leadership, Eastside High was, declared a model
school by New Jersey's governor.
Clark himself was named one of the
nation's 10 "Principals of Leadership."
As principal he instituted drastic
reforms, chaining doors to keep out
drug pushers and throwing out 3(.1)
students on a single day for fighting,
Nandalism,drug possessiOn-, profanity
and abusing teachers.
"Discipline is the ultimate tenat of
education," Clark says. 'If there is no
discipline, no learning can take place
Without discipline, there is ,anarchy.
Good citizenship demand'.'attention
to responsibilities as well as rights.Clark on national acclaim for his
achievements in a "Time" maga/inc
cover story and 3 -60 Minutes.' pro
file, as well as appearances on -Night:
line' and 'Donahue
His message, told in tough terms, is
one of pnde in self_ He believes that
CY:r)1,0
4 ). pride in sClf rnuf.;.,
reinforced. Eserydas, the value of
academics must _be demonstrated.
Sponsored by the Murray Site
University. Center Board. the lecture
is free anif
'
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(Coned from page 1)
cit dens. wherever they are."
The radio broadcast a series of
cryptic messages that sounded like
,coded instructions for terror attacks
by agents abroad. It was impossible
to tell if they were genuine.
In Saudi Arabia, Riyadh radio
today cited Interior Ministry sources as saying an undisclosed number of resident foreigners had been
arrested in connection with a sniper
shooting Sunday night in the port
city of Jiddah that slightly injured
two U.S. service personnel.
Earlier today, the official Saudi
Press Agency had quoted the interior minister, Prince Nayef, as 'saying Islamic law would apply to
anyone using the kingdom as a
staging ground for terror attacks.
He said anyone undermining Saudi
security would have a hand and a
leg cut off or be executed.
Meanwhile, the allied air war
thundered into its 20th day today.
Before dawn. F-15 Strike Eagles
equipped with night-fighting radar
rode tails of white flame into dark
skies.
L' S warplanes took aim again
todas. at tanks, armored vehicles.

Fee law...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Carroll said. "They're chargn us an extra dollar (per ore> but
:he re not giving us a solution
.:hout what to do with them."
Carroll does not know what to
th his old tires. The custom,:on't want them. he said, and
the ,nsurar,ce companies do not
permit the tires to stack up because
1.iey serve -as a fire hazard.
Landfills can't dispose of whole
because tires resist compac1 he enclosed air pockets
to float to the SiffAlso. accumula'
....:...r .r.s.de whole tires
i.:round for
•• Cutting
P.A.L qS ',ter from
accamulating
.awaikr
the
1 he new
Natural Resource, and Enciron-.-..ntal Protection Cabinet to conwith pr,‘ ate parties and local
V• ste tire
IQ
and to uNe mont: in the trust
to pay for the L. ,
, anup
- I his is one of the r.s,,.ny positive
for envifohm,e.ntal prothe 1990
;ction that came
session, .Inanks' to the
Gto.. Wallace
',.:t1:Lr:Csi
t
arid our lawmakers,Bradley. secretary of the
Reso,,rces and EnvironTen.tal Prote...tion Cabinet.
'1 re retaiiers, may request' • an
te:T:ption from the tire fee if they
facility that
disposal crf
the
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Police investigating
theft of car seats
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\l_rray Police Department
es,,gat,:,A: a theft of two car
seats from a vehicle at Cain's Jeep,/
Ecq,e dealership on U.S. 641 N..
according to a report.
Th 'tank blue seats were repor:,,,en from a late-model
;
sometime between
Monday morning.
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bunkers and entrenched positions
of Iraq's elite Republican Guard,
said Air Force Col. Hal Homburg,
the top officer at the largest U.S.
airbasc in Saudi Arabia.
'MirFrance said its Jaguar and
age jets also hit Guard positions in
Iraq.
'Inc Guards, considered Sad
dam's best soldiers, have found
themselves frequently in allied
bomb sights. Allied strategists want
to try to cripple them before any
decision is made to send ground
forces into Kuwait.
"I wouldn't want to be in the
Republican Guards these days,"
U.S. commander Gen. 11. Norman
Schwarzkopf told reporters on
Monday.
B-52 bombers have also been
used in recent days to blast Guard
fortifications. The first of the hulking bombers to be based in Britain
for missions in the gulf arrived
today .at Fairford. a former NATO
air base 70 miles northwest of London, an Air Force spokesman said.
In addition to targeting Guard
positions, bomb-laden U.S. warplanes flew deeper missions into
Iraq today. Homburg said, seeking
launchers Iraq has used to hurl
Scud rockets at Israel and Saudi
Arabia.
The allies are flying combat and
support sorties at the rate of .more
than one a minute. Marine Maj.
Gen. Robert Johnston told reporters
on Monday% Since the war began.
the air forces of nine nations have
flown more than 44.000 mitSsions,
he said
When the allied assault rnight
shift horn an air blitz to a ground
war is still an open question.
according to Defense Secretary.
Dick Cheney

AVLIS...
,Cont'd from page 1)
aract to put it aside at this
point.— Hubbard said.
The congressman said he was
assured that the Paducah Gaseous
Di 1 f usion Plant would not be
Jusedor at least the remainder of
the decade.
Paducah community leaders as
well as workers at the atomic plant
were not pan.icked by Monday's
postponement'.
,-. "I think people are taking it in
stride,'• said Larry Davis, president
of Oil, Chemical and Atomic
WorkerS Local 3-550. ''There's no
reason tO panic. It's just a matter of
that much longer that we'll have to
continue to wonder."
About 1.600 people work at the
plant in western McCracken
County

"From my prospective if they
don't build AVLIS, it's just that
much better for us. because we're
going to stay open," Davis said.
''And if they do build it then we're
still in the running for it, and want
it here. It doesn't hurt our feelings
if they put the selection process
off. That just means one more year
we're in business.'
Davis. 40, of Paducah, said pl....!
employees who have been around
the plant a few years don't try to
predict the plant's future.
"They've been trying to close
the plant with rumor since the early
'60s, and I suppose the people who
retired in the '70s worried about
the plant closing because they
heard those rumors,' Davis said.
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Murray Animal Hospital
is pleased
to welcome
• J.. a
.i9 ..,fla
• kV.
•
•

Dow odes

HOOVER' Spirit
TwoMotor
Powernozile
Canister

Rebecca Dunning
to our staff.
I BUY 2 PACKS OF
lifflUINE WWI
VACUUM CLF.MIE
Bass SIT 1

FREE

Rebecca has 25 years experience in
animal grooming of all breeds.
753-2088
306 North 12th St.

Nineteen from
local schools
will compete
in Sweet 16
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledgfof & Times Stall Writer

Nineteen local students have
registered to participate in the third
regional competition' of the 1991
Sweet 16 Academic Showcase.
The competition, set for Feb. 16
at Murray State University, will
leature a total of 396 Kentucky
high school students representing
46 high schools in 29 counties.
More than 1,758 from 208 high
schools have registered statewide
for the competition.
The regional competition will pit
students from 37 counties in regions 1-4, according to competition
officials. Those counties include:
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
Graves, McCracken, Marshall, Calloway, Lyon, Livingston, Caldwell,
Crittenden, Union, Henderson,
Hopkins, Christian, Webster, Trigg,
Davicss, McClean, NiuhIcriberg,
Ohio, Hancock, Grayson, Breckenridge, Butler, Todd, Simpson,
Allen, Barren, Metcalfe, Cumberland, Warren, Monroe, Logan,
Clinton and Edmonson.
The students will compete in 12
academic categories for regional
honors before moving on the state
finals in Lexington March 13-16 at
ransylvania University.
Categories include Art (2-D.,and
3-D), music (vocal and instrumental), journalism (feature writing
and advertising/promotion). English (essay and creative writing);
speech; computer; math; and chess.
All competitions are individual
except for math, computer and
advertising/promotion which are
team events.
Local students and their categories include:
Calloway County: Dale McCalIon and Tracy Ross, journalism
(advertising/promotion); Eric Duncan, chess; Charity Anderson,
Christopher Smee, Michael Rowe
and Kathleen Hokan.s, computer;
Nicole Anderson, English (creative
writing); Lori England. English
(essay); Susan Lax, journalism
(feature writing): Michael Haney,
Matthew Price, Jeffrey Enoch and
Grover Tibbetts, III, math; Jennifer
Turner, speech; and April Letterman, music (vocal). •
Murray: Jennifer Fairbanks, art
(2-D); Peter Johnson, chess; and
David Harp, music (vocals).
The students are competing for a
total of 575,350 in scholarships to
be awarded through the Academic
Showcase this year. The scholarships may be used at any Kentucky
college, university or postsecondary educational institution.
Since Lexington Mayor Scotty
Baesler started the program in
1985, more than $350,000 in scholarships has been awarded to 326
students from 168 Kentucky high
schools, according to competition
officials

Farmers...
(Cant'd from page 1)
on-average, eight dollars per
hundred pounds better than the
average price for the entire previous year, but prices have been erratic at times.
Despite the better prices, most
local farmers are in favor of a
dark-fired quota decrease for next
year and the attitude of buyers at
the market this year will likely
determine "how much of a decrease
that will be," he said.
The program included a host of
other speakers, including farmer
Mark Paschall, who praised the
Mexican workers hired during the
fall as part of an Immigration
Reform and Control Act H-2A
work program, which allowed the
six Mexican workers a temporary
work visa to the U.S. to help on
Paschall's farm.
The workers were the first crew
"I've had that wanted to stay in the
field longer than I did," Paschall
said.

Murray auto dealer
Indicted by federal
grand jury on mail
fraud, conspiracy
A Murray man has pleaded not
guilty to five counts of mail fraud
and one count of conspiracy after
an indictment was handed dow4 by
a federal grand jury in Paducah,
according to a published reports.
Gary E. Ray, 40. owner and
operator of U.S. Wholesale in Mur
ray, was arrested Monday on the
charges and was released on a
SI0,000 bond after entering his
plea, according to reports.
Authorities seized evidence
while serving search warrants at
Ray's home in Murray and at his
business, according to the report.
Ray entered his plea before U.S.
Magistrate David King in Paducah,
according to reports.
According to the indictment. Ray
is accused of altering vehicle titles
on more than 200 vehicles and
directing co-conspirators to alter
the odometers to reflect lower
mileage and to sell the vehicles at
South Central .Auto Auction at
Cuba, Mo., according to reports.
Federal mail fraud statutes were'
violated, according to reports,
when the fraudulent odometer
statements were mailed to the Missouri Department of Revenue to
obtain titles to the vehicles.
The charges carry a maximum
penalty of five years in prison and
a fine of $250,000 for each mail
fraud count and five years and a
SI0,000 fine for conspiracy'.
Postal inspectors, FBI agents,
Murray Police Department, Kentucky' State Police. Tennessee
Highway Patrol, Missouri Department of Revenue and National
Highway Safety Administration
participated in the investigation,
according to reports.

Two-vehicle wreck
injures one Monday
A two-vehicle accident Morida‘
slightly injured a New Concord
woman, according to a report from
the Murray' Police Department.
Ella May Smith, 67. ,suffered
minor injuries to her side and leg.
after the car she was riding in, driven by 72-year-old James N.
Smith, of New Concord. struck
dump truck at the intersection of
Fourth and East Sycamore..strects
around 8:45 a.m., police said.
The dump truck. driven by'Ricky
D. Puckett, 37. of 1)exter. apparently' pulled out into the paiii of the
Smith vehicle. Ile was not r('; -it •
injured, police s•iii

Wrecker strikes
tractor-trailer
injuring woman
A Benton woman was Itcatckt
and released at Lourdes Hospital iii
Paducah Monday after the wr,,-eker
she was -riding in collided with
another vehicle on tj S. 68 near
Reidland. according to a published
report.
Betty Ryan. of' Rt. 10, Benton.
was a passenger in a wrecker; driven by Bryce Gaston Jr.. 24. ot
Paducah, when the accident
occurred.
Police said a tractor-trailer rig,
driven bY George Ditzfield. 59, of
Sedalia, MO., pulled out of the
Southern Pride Restaurant around
3:28 p.m. and into the path of Gaston, who was westbound, according
to the report.
Ditzfield and Gaston were not
reported injured, police said.

CORRECTIONS,
CLARIFICATIONS
On Saturday's Business Page the
caption under "Student of the
Week" identified,Bob Rodgers as
James Hart of Century 21 Realtors.
The Murray Ledger & Times
regrets the error and is happy' to set
the record straight.
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St., Murray
753-2571 or
753-4110

Hours:
Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

Ask about our
• Recreation Program
• Golf & Honeymoon
Packages
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Oceans Eleven Resorts
2025 South Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach Shores, FL32118

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri, - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
753-8080- Pvt Party Room Available
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Randall Black to host
recital tonight at MSU

aler
eral
rail
cy

Horn Workshop, tenor solos in
Messiah" and Beethoven's "Missa
Solemnis," with the Lexington
Philharmonic, the role of the prince
in Rossini's "Cinderella" with the
Opera of Central Kentucky Inc. and
numerous New York performances
as a "Fellow" with the Bach Aria
Festival.
In addition to his many performing engagements. Black completed
the requirements for the Doctor of
Music degree from Indiana University last summer.
Black is a member of the American Guild of Musical Artists,
National Association of Teachers
of Singing, Kentucky Music Teachers Association, Music Teachers
National Association, the Kentucky
Colonels, and is governor for the
Kentucky chapter of the National
Opera Association.

Dr. Randall Black of the Murray
State University Music Department
will give a faculty recital tonight.
Feb. 5, at X p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Marie Taylor will play
the piano and Mrs. Kimberly Burk low Black will also be featured on
the program.
.1 he recital is comprised of
works by Hugo Wolf, Kentucky
omposer Joseph !Wier, and a section devoted to opera. The recital
ill close with selections from the
American Musical Theatre and features songs from "My Fair Lady,"
"Carousel." and "Oklahoma."
This recital is free of charge and
the public is invited to attend.
liladr; a native of Carbondale,
III., currently teaches voice and
directs the opera workshop at
MS1. At home in both the concert
and operatic repertoire, Black has
to his credit appearances with the
North Carolina Symphony conducted by Robert Porco, the Indianapolis Symphony under John Nelson, and the Atlanta Symphony
oilitacted by Robert Shaw.
operatic personality, he
has 1,:riornied principal roles with
tHe White Water, Memphis, Kentu,k, and Santa Fe Opera companies. Most recently, Black entered
and won an international singing
..or-rpetition which allowed him to
!hake his Carnegie Hall debut as
:he tenor soloist in the Mozart
with presentation at the
Vitiona I Opera Association
Convention of children's
lumber music recitals
CBS Trio, including a
•mere at the Southeastern
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Randall Black

Dr. Kit Wesler has a new postage
stamp for his collation -- from the
1".S.S.R.
Wester, an archaeologist and director of Murray State University's
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center,
is familiar with foreign correspondence. The Wickliffe program hosts
European students each summer.
Wesler has also taught in Nigeria
and is a member of scholarly organizations in England, Australia and
Kenya.
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"He says he's an archaeologist, and
his wife is an ethnographer," Wester
explained. "He wants to join our
project."
Will he?
Well, he also needs financial sup-
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Calloway County Middle School
will be participating in Jump Rope
For Heart, a fund raisint event that
promotes the importance of physical fitness. It will be held on Feh
10 to 14 during school hours.
'I he event is co-sponsored by the
American Heart Association, Ken•
tuck y Affiliate, the Kentucky Asy,
ciation of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, seventh grade
Science Club and Dance.
Coach Greer, local coordinator
lor Jump Rope For Heart, said the
LAcrit works as "Students obtain
p:edges from friends, relatives and
oibers based on the number o!
•!nhatcs their team can jump ropc
_kris will work together
Each member J..," :
'
then passe, :
member

•.n,eir contributions,
cLg;hle for special
:,ear's- praes range
::; cups to sunglasses.
has the chance to
.,aj education
..i he accepted.
Hrmation. contact
)way county

Valley Station man
killed in crash

stVALENTINE'Sq.DAY SALE%

30% TO500/0 OFF
• 14K GOLD CHAINS,
BRACELETS, EARRINGS
AND CHARMS

Perry is new president
of Four Rivers Council
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Calloway Middle School
to 'Jump Rope for Heart'

Students in Geometry and Math 12 at Murray High School hare been
introduced to the graphing calculator this year. The special calculators
were purchased by the Murray Independent Foundation for Excellence in
Public Education. Jane Blankenship, math teacher, was awarded the grant
entitled "Graphing Made Easy." Her idea for the grant dereloped from
changes suggested by the Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards
for the math curriculum. The newly adopted math books at Murray High
School contain graphing calculator activities in each chapter. According to
Mrs. Blankenship, both teacher and student are learning from these new
additions to the classroom. The Murray Independent School Foundation
for Excellence in Public Education is a non-profit group organited for the
purpose of providing enrichment opportunities for the students in the
Murray City School District. For the last four years teachers in the district
har e competed for Mini-Grants that fund innovatire and creatire ideas in
the classroom. Contributions to the Foundation are tax deductible and can
be mailed to Murray Independent School Foundation for Excellence,814
Poplar St., Murray, Kentucky 42071. Murray High students (left to right):
Chris Tucker, Heather Hughes, Jane Blankenship (teacher) and Chad
Baud.

port," Wester said. "We can't offer
that."
"Too bad." he added. "The guy's
well qualified."
Wesler says this letter is not the first
he has received from unexpected
foreign cities.
"In early 1989, we got a letter from
to Polish archaeology students,"
Wester said. "They wanted to join the
excavation for the summer. We tried.
to get them into our European field
school, but couldn't make all the
connections.
"Then there was an archaeologist in
Istanbul, Turkey, who wrote us in
April 1989,- Wesler added. "He just
wanted copies of our reports -- so
could oblige him. 1 hope they got
there."
Wester said that he is not sure how
these correspondents are hearing about the Wickliffe Mounds program.
"Hey. I guess we're famous," he
shrugged.
The Wickliffe Mounds Museum
will reopen March 1.

But last week's letter had a return
address he had- not seen before:
Moscow. U.S.S.R.
"Glasnost comes to Wickliffe,"
Wesler suggested.
Who would be writing to Wickliffe
Mounds from Moscow?

he

Graphing made easy
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postage stamp from USSR
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ty native accepted the challenge
The Four Rivers Council of the
with a stirring speech which
Boy Scouts of America is hoping
the new president, Roger Perry, opened with the statement, "The
first thing on my agenda as presiturns out to be the "man of all seadent is solving the current financial
sons." In its first meeting of the
crisis facing Boy Scouting in West
new year at Mayfield, the ExecuKentucky and Southern Illinois."
tive Board heard reports indicating
1991 will be a year of hard work to '[he Four Rivers Council embraces
all the Purchase counties plus
balance the budget while trying to
Livingston in Kentucky; the Illinois
serve more young men.
Reports from Wayne Shelton, counties of Hardin, Massac and
council treasurer, and John A. Wil- Pope, along with Obion County
liams Jr., vice president for Tennessee's South Fulton units.
Roger Williams Perry attended
finance, both of Paducah, show
1991 as a critical year. For one Lambuth College before transferthing, the 1990 fund goal was not ring to Murray State University
where he eared a B.S. in Business,
reached. Each outlined a number of
unfortunate reasons for this includ- Summa Cum Laude. He won three
ing the forced change of profes- national championships for the bussional leadership when Bruce iness fraternity in extemporeancous
Tutcn took advantage of an offer of speaking. Later he won countless
advancement to the Asheville, honors at the University of KenNorth Caroline Council in the tucky College of Law along with a
middle of the drive. The new .1.D. degree. He' has served as Marbudget has been set'at $109,000, shall County Attorney and has
but due to earlier shortages, the
done much civic work with the
Council needs to raise nearly
Marshall County Hospital, the BenS I 60.000.
ton United Methodist Church and
Perry should be the person for
has been president of the Benton
the job. The young Marshall Coun- Lions Club. Perry also is an avid
worker for the MSU Alumni AssoDole to give up salary ciation. In scouting, he has been
Cubmaster as well as current council president.
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Elitabeth Dole, who resigned as labor
Other officers for 1991 of the
Four Rivers Council headquartered
secretary last fall to head the
American Red Cross, said Monday
in Paducah include: Ed Rczek of
she would give up her first year's
Fairdcaling, president elect; Jeff
salary to demonstrate that volunYater, also of Marshall, memberteers are til "heart and soul" of ship; Ed Watson of Paducah, progthe Red O'oss.
rams; Clark Andersen of Paducah,
The Red Cross has agreed to pay commissioner; Mark Whitlow of
Mrs. Dole an annual salary of Paducah, counsel; and aiding John
Williams in finance, William Jones
$200,000; the last person who held
and Billy Harper, both of Paducah.
the job made about $185,000 a
year.
Illinois board members include
"The best way I can let volun- George Femmer of Massac and
teers know of their importance is to Ralph McElearney of Pope. Cordon
Jones of South Fulton represents
be one of them --- to earn the patch
on my sleeve," Mrg. Dole said in a Tennessee.
speech to staff and volunteers on
Perry now practices law in Benthe first day of her new job.
ton with his partner, George Long.

•STONE JEWELRY

25% OFF
CARAVELLE , SEIKO,
PULSAR
Sale proces effect
j•
n,, At-Tr:qt.- ,
Includes only, that if
constitute the greatest 6,&i,e. A. ,
JCPenney store; .1, tr• F e
departments

Sto.P.

250'0 TO4000 OFF
• ALL SESAME STREET
AND BRIGHT FUTURE
TOPS, BOTTOMS, SE7 S.
DRESS-UP APPAREL,
NAPWEAR AND
SLEEPWEAF?

SAVE
ON
ALL

.",

25% OFF

TOWNCRAFP
SUITED SEPARATES
SPORT COAT AND
SLACKS
sale $109.99 Reg $145

•ALL SATIN SLEEPWEAR
FOR LADIES

OFF
25's
'SMALL

ALSO SOLD SEPARATELY
Sale prices effective through February 18th

LEATHER GOODS
'DANCE & EXERCISE APPAREL
.FABRIC HANDBAGS & TOTES
Saks mow ellectials through February Ols

26/0OFF

250,0 OFF
• ALL APPAREL FROM
OSH KOSH B'GOSH
HEALTHTEX ,
OKIE DOKIE ,
HUSH PUPPIES
• ALL SOCKS AND
UNDERWEAR
• ALL BEDDING
COORDINATES
• ALL DIAPER BAGS

'ALL TOWNCRAFP
UNDERWEAR
'ALL FOX' SPORTSWEAR

20% OFF

Sale pnces iodides throvh February 9th

OFF
2O
'ALL CASUAL HOSIERY

SALE $12.99
•ALL TOWNCRAFP DRESS
SHIRTS February gth

Sale prices ertectsre through February 9th

• ALL INFANTS AND
TODDLERS SHOES

Sale once* ertecvve through

rari
1991. JCPenney Company. Inc

JCPe
nney
sm
Foshan

Regular prices are offering prrces only
Unless otherwise noted Sales 'nay or
may not have been made at regular
pnce

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat 9-9
Sun 12-30-530
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
759-9811
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Sesame Street and Sesame Street sign are
trademarks and servicemarks of the Children s
Television Workshop

Chestnut Hills - Murray
Phone: 759-1400 • Catalog Phone: 759-4080
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Daisy Turner is one highlight ofFebruary celebration

Report
to Kentucky

-We didn't just come from
nothin' or nowhere," Daisy Turner
declared. explaining why she liked
to tell Stones about the memories
and traditions of her family. And
though Turner died in 1988. at the
age of 104, her stories live on -- in
her ow n voice — because of the
of the Vermont Folklife ('en
Middlebury.
Center recorded Dalsy Turners recollections of a family histors that spanned nearly 200 years,
and those recordings are being
rchroadeast by the local National
Radio affiliate, WKNIS-FM.
:7. honor of Black History Month.
20-part series, "Journey's
f
,onsists of five minute prog•.:72, :!:a t A ill air every weekday in
at 2 p.m. on WKNIS-EM.
!he liii
hs Barbara Jordan, do_
-•
„
form,rr legislator
‘.Is. "Journey's End „:stoms. attitudes and
.s rtg coriditions
iiter slasay, as wc
; 7.0%1 family tragedies

sit-AA10k % ENDE.1 1. FORI)
I • "ornate. V. asilimgig.n D I ;IS 10

\I %% Ditm,
•.1.‘100.
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.,aughter of. slaves. Daisy
I ..-• , t‘resersed herifamily 's
passing on the stories her
• . ,:d her when she was grow in. Grafton. N'ermont. A Ira• :d. whose long bout with

presented her from walking
sh;w as five, Daisy collected
..!'es about her grandfather. Ale:he son of an Englishwo.:•:„:
Atrican nobleman. Her
• 1
w as another major fig!,cr stories, including one
• .\ le, being hit in the face
hy his master's
she caught him taking
l;ssons.
7.. ke:s

•

of Daisy Turner will
to those who watched
B..rns' series. "The Civil
17: the "Journey's End”
series she raises her inimitable
soice once again. Daisy Turner's
tales, poems and'songs bring to life
i..‘Ltts as a fateful shipwreck
0:t the ,oast ot Alrica nearly twohundred years ago, and a law N uil
Daisy 0,:gh: against a v.hite man
h07'
L. 1.1'ftr•t:d promisci to

marry her and then reneged. She
won the suit.
Other special events for Black
History Month are being planned at
Murray State University. Joe Clark,
the high school principal of "Lean
On Me" fame, will be speaking at
MSU's Curtis Center Ballroom on
Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. Noted film producer, writer, actor and director
Spike Lee's work will be showcased on Feb. 13, with a screening
of "Mo' Better Blues." The film
will be shown at 3:30 and 9 p.m. at
the Curris Center Theater.
On the 17th. The Kentucky State
Cniversity Gospel Ensemble will
perform in the Lovett Auditorium
at 3 p.m. Feb. 20 features another
program, a teleconference on the
topic of the rise of campus racism.
The teleconference. which will he
followed by a panel discussion, is
scheduled from noon to 2 p.m. in
the Barkley Room at the Curtis
Center.
Anita Bugg, news and public
affairs .director at NVKMS, says the.
events that are scheduled for this
year's Black History Month provide listeners with "a taste of life
that you can't get by reading a
book."
Besides the Daisy Turner series,
other special WK MS programming
includes histo7x . biography. music

and culture. Sunday, Feb. 3 at 7
a.m. marks the 9th annual American Negro Spiritual Festival. On
Sunday, Feb. 10, at 6 p.m., "Malcolm X: A Retrospective" will air.
The speeches of Malcolm X are the
focus of this program, which was
produced before his assassination
in 1965.
Sunday. Feb. 17 highlights
Roland Hayes at 8 a.m. This broadcast features a digitally remastered
recording of Hayes' 1940 performance at the Library of Congress
in commemoration of the 75th
anniversary of the Emancipation
Proclamation.
Jazz producer Bobby Bryan has
12 nights set aside to celebrate the
"Shakers and Movers" of jazz,
including such immortals as Louis
Armstrong, Dizzy Gillespie, Fats
Waller, Art Tatum, Erroll Gamer,
Billie Holiday and Ella Fitz.gerald.
Bryan's show, "Easy Street," is
heard Mondays through Thursdays
from 9 to midnight,
These are just some of the highlights of Black History Month. For
additional information about
NISU's full calendar of events,
contact Lydia Jones, in the Office
of Minority Students Affairs, at
502-762-6836. For complete details
about WK MS programming, contact the station at 502-762-4359.
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Really effective tips on how to deal with cold weather

Business Mirror

Breaking the borrowing habit
.74 es enutal ly
downturr. I:
as
)..ser-.,•.d
are not
,:nerr.!es There can
e;.onorny
..ty
tne underlying
and the la:- !ar
starle
m. stan.lity
- ,:r,,..ngthened
t.ne,r sas ,ngs
:,err-.se.ses into a net,
b„s
:nose efforts

Betore I left for work this morning.
I read the papa and there was a story
with ups on surviving the cold spelt.
It said dress warmly. So I put on
long underwear, boots and earmuffs.
Actually, I already had them on when
I got up. It said to avoid frostbite.
.:gle toes and fingers. All the way to
-7k. I wiggled my toes and fingers,
esen on a crowded bus. A young lady
standing next to me on the bus was are some good ones on. Realiy dirty.
offended.
fhes do more shocking things in one
I followed all the .nstructions. and
segment than Helen Trent or Our Gal
when I got to work I was cold and
Sunday did in a lifetime. If your wife
numb and miserable. knows the soap opera plots, and what
That,always happens, because it is
they'vea.beerf- doing in detail, you
the same lousy advice we get every
might make a mental note to check on
cold winter. I've .beerOreading the
what eke she has been up to while you
same stuff all my life, and wiggling' arc at work. TV can put ideas in a
my toes and fingers, and wearing Ionk
person's head, you know.
..nderwear, and taking *shortcuts
Or, in the morning, you might call a
through office buildings, and not few pals and suggest that they take the
rubbing snow on frostbite but using
day off. Lea% and invite them over and
warm water instead, and pUtting
get a poker game going. There's
scarf over my face, and every winter
nothing like sitting around on a cold
I'm still cold and miserable.
day. playing poker and drinking beer,
We need some new cold -weather
when everyt)ody else is at work.
ad%ice. And since nobody else is
You'll like it.
:,`.flerIng any. here are a few of my
And order out for some pizza. It's
,uggestions for surviving subzero
the best thing for warding off frost:emptaatures in Chicago.
DOn't go to work. To hell with it. bite. You never hear about frostbite
the world isn't going to end if you cases in Rome.
If your wife says that having you
don't show up. And even if it does.
you might as well be home to make and your friends around the house all
day makes her nervous, tell her to go
re luuLers don't break in. Call in with
out and get a job and she won't be
some kind of excuse. Tell them a pack
nervous anymore. On the way she can
of wild dogs is outside your door and
start up the car and run it for a while.
.0.il eat sou if you go out.
That's another good cold weather tip.
Then stay in bed all morning. When
(2i Maybe you aren't the kind of
you get up. don't wash. Its had for
you. Eskimos don't_ Spend the afternoon watching the soap operas. There
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;iays Highlight in History:
On Feb 5..1937. President Franklin D. Rooseselt proposed adding up
:o six more justices to the U.S. Supreme Court. resulting in accusations
that he was trying to pack .the court with judges who would side with his
NeLi Deal legislation. (The Senate defeated the proposal the following
Jak
hght for Today "Many exce:
ori:s .1% ruined by too definite a
now :edge of their meaning..
•N;inc K :rner. American poet
8-1941 ,.
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Gina. You can't miss her. She has long
black hair, green eyes flecked with
gold. long tanned legs. an orange
bikini, and has an erotic tattoo()on her
left ankle. She's a nice kid. Tell her I
sent you.
Gina has her own air-conditioned
cottage on a lush hill overlooking a
secluded beach. with a quiet old lady
servant who keeps fresh gardenias
floating in the pink swimming pool,
and who knows voodoo. Tell the old
lady I sent you. She'll fix you up with a
potion.
When you settle down by the pool,
ask Gina to bring you the phone. Call
home collect. Tell your wife you've
been kidnapped by some crazy radicals, and you don't know how long
, you'll be gone but you'll keep in touch.
If she asks you why you are chuckling, tell her the radicals are tickling
your feet.
(3) Or go to Sears and buy' an extra
set of long underwear.
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Dedication of the new' University
Center on Murray State University
Lampus will be Feb. 7 with many
oll:,:ials who helped obtain the
fa,:lits expected to attend.
Art work by Renita Underhill,
Murray High School senior, was
selected to be enterted in a statewdc
contest, sponsored by Ken:ck School Boards Association.
She is a student of Betty Scott.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Greg King, Jan. 23.
New officers of Jenny Ridge
Bow hunters Society are Paul
Randy Lassiter, Jan Vance
and B
Settle.
Twenty years ago
NI ,:rray State University's
1 8-s ear-old compulsory ROTC
pr,,2ram will he replaced by a
stem next fall, according
D7. 11,irry.. NI. Sparks, president.
change was made by a vote of

Letter to the Editor

Ivy!

Today In History

person woo can sit home all day. OK..
Then get up and leave for work. But
don't go there. Go out to O'Hare
Airport and buy' a ticket for the next
plan to Jamaica.
If you don't have enough cash, use
credit cards or wnte a check. You can
pay later. And even if you can't pay
later, don't worry. Let them sue. This
is an emergency.
When you get to Jamaica, tell a cab
driver to take you to a little bar called
Toto's. On the way, stop at a men's
shop and pick up some cutoff pants, a
T-shirt with bold stripes, a bandanna,
so-me wrap-ardUnd sunglasses and a
long, thin cigar. But remember to take
off your black, ribbed business socks.
When you get to Toto's Bar, ask for
Toto(he wears a black eye patch) and
tell him I sent you. He'll fix you a great
rum and scotch and gin mixed with
coconut milk. Don't have more than
three. The coconut milk is fattening.
Tell Toto that you want to meet

Breckenridge
soldiers to hold
40th reunion
Dear Editor.
All personnel who took basic
training at Camp Breckenridge, Ky.
during the years 1950-1954 are
invited to a 40th year anniversary
reunion in Evansville, Ind., June
20-23, 1991.. Please make this
public to anyone who took basic at
Breckenridge. Request registration
information by Feb. 15 and return
by March 1. Write -- reunion attn:
ANI N., c/o Evansville Convention & Visitors Bureau, 623 Walnut
St., Evansville, In. 47708.
Sincerely,
Charles E. Casey
or Tamara North
do The Evansville Convention
& Visitors Bureau
623, Walnut St.
-Evansville, IN. 47708

NIS1 Board of Regents.
An average of 555.92 per 1(X.)
pounds was reported for the sale of
.1 s pc 23 dark fired tobacco on
Murray Market, according to 011ie
fiarhe:t. NIurray Tobacco Market
q'tk:r.

Births reported include a girl to
Ni'. and Mrs. Lloyd A. Thomas,
Jai.. 2. a boy- to Staff Sgt. and
Ntr, James Burkey, Jan. 30; a girl
10 N1r and Mrs. Larry Allen Tucker, a ,Ir'l to Mr. and Mrs. E.L.
4<e.li Howe Jr. and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Price, Jan. 31.
Thirty years ago
AI Koehn and Jack Gardner,
NIurras State College students •presated a program giving a preview
of Campus Lights of 1961 at a
ni,:eiing of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. Campus Lights will be presented 'Feb. 9, 10 and 11.
Fourteen 4-1I club members
_nrolled in the Tractor Maintencance Project at its first meeting
held at Murray City Hall.
Nancy Outland and Thomas
Moran Samuels were married Jan.
28 at First Methodist Church.
Mrs. .1.1. Hosick. Mrs. C.C.
Lowry and Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten attended a mid-winter board
. meeting of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club held at Lexington.
Forty years ago
An average of 523.89 per 100
pounds has been reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market.
Earl R. Osborne, Cfiarles J.
Roberts and Van W. Childress are
undergoing recruit training at Naval Training Center, Great Lakes,
III.
.
or, A.H. Kopperud, Dr. Ail,
Titsworth, Dr. A. D. Wallace, Dr.
Woodfin Hutson and Dr. Hugh M.
McElrath, Murray dentists, are
attending a mid-winter meeting of
Chicago Dcptal Society, Chicago,
Ill. Dorothy Love Key and -Warren
Sykes were married san. 27 at Corinth, Miss.
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Students in Mary A. Carter's third grade class at Carter Elementary
pose with the American flag in honor of troops in Saudi Arabia. Pictured from left are Tory Winchester, Megan Elwell and Misty Starks.
Megan's mother is stationed in Saudi Arabia as a reserve nurse from
the firth unit from Paducah.
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Murray Police officers Keirone Kendall and Melody Jones visit third
graders at Carter Elementary to talk about the dangers of drugs.

April Thomason, Curtis Sanders, Michelle Kirks, Audrey Bucy art;
Eric Holland, from left, kindergarteners in Mrs. Marjorie Grad% 's
East talloi,ay Elementary, joined Finest Ranger Ron 1aient and
timokey Bear for the picture-taking session after Smoke:,'s i.11 to the
school. Talent and Smoke y encouraged the students Ti prat :Re sa!• .
rules and help prevent house fires and ties) Ii r

If the highMonth. For
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Danny and Amy Richerson explain to Lashlee Foster's second grade
class at Robertson Elementary how the telephone communicates from
one area to another as part of the social studies unit.

law
The multiple talents of Robertson Elementary students are being recognized and nurtured through the "Talents Unlimited Approach."
These first graders, part of Mrs. Toon's first grade music class, are
putting their "planned skills" into practice as they enjoy playing
scales on a water glass music instrument they designed and made in
music class. Pictured top, from left, Josh Michelson, Brittanv Overby,
Tracy Martin, Richard Blalock, Justin Seeley, (seated, from left)
Grant Burton and Tai Orten. Joan Bowker is the music teacher.

4

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of
the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger &Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate
ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Sxhools
(753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schoots (753-2893).

Smokes Bear kited East Callorkay Flernentar (liool and clitiuraged the students to help present tire,. Forest }C.Iit;.!er Rt,n L,ett!
showed a side° sshich demonstrated .the hatar6
fire am! in!roduced Smokes to the students. Shown y.ith Smoke:, are sit. in)
ers, from left, John Todd, Amanda Chad‘%ick,
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[fickle Schroader explains how to shoe a horse and showedihe tools
involved to Angie Murdock's Calloway County Middle Schoiil students. Pictured with him is his daughter, Becky Schroader.
Each student in Rebecca Robertson's kindergarten class at Southwest
Calloway Elementary was asked to bring in something that started
with a "13" as part of a study on that letter. Pictured front row, from
left, are Chance Randolph, Chelsea J. Franklin, Bobby Potts, Megan
Miller, Jessica Nance, Blair Hicks, Wally Bullard, (back row, from
left) Kenny Scott, Katie Ashby, Kyle Morris, Johnathon Jones and
LaShanda Scott.

Maria Woodring, social work intern, spoke with Karen Helm's English classes at Calloway County High School about relationship abuse.
.
f 0.1` job.

Mrs. Rachel Hendon and Mrs. Rohhie Blalock demor,sti atec qatItht;:.
at North Calloviay County Elementary to se(ond graders a Karen
Crick's, Mirriam Ferguson's, Dehhie Purdue's and lietky Nan(e's
classes during the second graders' pruner day. Pioured from leFt are
Chris Alexander, Josh Clea‘er, Angela Betit hal. Nlrs, Nlirriam Ferguson, Chris Felts„loey Burgess, Jason Haley. .lured Henson and Louis
Fontano.

Oar
The Jr. Beta Club at Calloway County Middle School collected money
from students at CCN1S for one,week to help with the family of Stevie
Hall who was injured in a car wreck on Jan. 19. The money will go to
help with medical expenses and personal expenses during Stevie's stay
in the hospital. Pictured, front row, from left, Melody Parker, Eric
McKee, (back row, from left) Jason Leet, Erin Grogan and Ashley
Cleaver. Sponsors were Jana McKee, Vicki Patton and Frantic Ray.

Janna Hopkins kindergarten
ts i Iell.
fStudents

Thanksui‘ing

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
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Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
Tracy McKinnt.%
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Kenny Duncan estimated that the pumpkin weighed 80 pounds. It
actually weighed 77 pounds.

Fred Sowerby, center, from Murray State University's Educational
Talent Search,4,talks with seniors P.J. Luciano, left, and Lori England
concerning thi-,rmancial aid forms. Soweiby conducted a Financial
Aid Workshop for approximately 45 seniors and parents at Calloway
County High School.

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-he, new parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. Wed like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin 492-8348
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
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Loberger named to Dean s List
List for the
L. Loherger of Murray has been named to the Dean'saccording
to
,

semester at Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky.,
t) 1 evyis, vice president for academic affairs. To be named to the
List a student must have a grade point average of 3.5 out of a
4 it She is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Foberger

Justin Dale Lovett born
v - and Mrs. Dale Claude Lovett of Rt. 8, Box 247, Dogtown Road.
are the parents of a son. Justin Dale, weighing 10 pounds four
measuring 23 inches, born on Friday. Jan. 18. at 11:36 p.m. at
-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Debbie Fen icy have one daughtel, Crystal Lynn Lovett. Grandparents are Paul
rida Fennell. Rt. 1, Dexter. Delores Lovett. Benton. and Louis
Pad ucah.

Garden Department will meet
,.•711)epartment of Murray Woman's Club II meet Thursday. Feb
at the club house. Steve Littlefield. minister of music at Firs:
Chur. Murray, A ill present the program, "Stusi: in Bloom:
arris It give the introduction. The thought for the day 1*]]
ini
are Billie Hall. Martha r:oier. Virginia Hale.
kof,bte l (Liberia. Haiene %'isher and MA:r,:d, Ila!,be•

Valentine dance scheduled
niine Dare will he Saturday. Feb. 16, from - to
Community Center at South Seventh and Poplar Street.. Murray
sponsored,by Murray-Calloway County.Ser,tor C1::/ens. A.
w1:r.
• ac .etcome to attend the dance !catoring big hand era
‘: as the I) 1. Tickets at 53 each are avalable at the Senior C117en."
•: Weaks ('enter are may he purehased at the door For in!ormatloh
or 753-4288. Benefits will go to the George Weak. Com
•
M.irray.-Ca'low ay ("•.‘,.,70\

Alpha Mu meeting tonight

ARK will meet Wednesday

Alpha MU *4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 p.m at the home of Nancy Meloan, 311 North 10th St.,
Murray. A total of ticket sales for the upcoming "Now Is the Time to
Spring for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital" fashion show to be
Saturday. Feb. 23, at 2 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank will be taken. Only 110 tickets will be sold for the fundraiser for St. Jude's Children's Hospital. ApproXir11,ately S22,000 has been
raised for St. Jude's in the past 12 years. To purchase tickets call Marcaret
753-2464, or Kathie Gentry', 759-1991.

Members of ARK of First Presbyterian Church will resume their weekly meetings starting Wednesday. Feb. 6, from 5 to 6:20 p.m. at the
..hurch. Murray State University Reereation Students will lead the activities. Meals will be provit:ed by church members and friends. For more
information call Marion O'Rourke, 753M372.

Support group being formed

Church Women plan meeting
Presbyterian Women of First Presbyterian Church will meet Wednesday, Feb. 6. at 7 p.m. at the church. Deanna Wolf will he in charge of the
program Hostess will be Barbara Larson.

Senior Adult trip planned

Stella Cava' and Sandra Claydon will he at the office of Calloway ,County Chapter. of American Red Cross on Wednesday. Feb. 6, from 10
a m to 2 p.m. They will be taking Information from persons who want to
a support group for persons having families in the Persian Gulf War.
xmation call the Red Cross office,751-1421, located in Vy'caks
r at South Seventh and Poplar Streets

Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will mewet
Friday. Feb 8, at 10:30 a.m. at the church to leave for a trip to Adsmore
Mansion, Princeton. Before going to the Mansion, the group will stop at
Fauie's- at Grand Rivers for lunch. Reservations should he made by call mg the church. 753-3812.

California croup plans event

nited Methodist Women of Kirksey United Methodist Church will
meet Wednesday. Feb. 6, at 1:30 p.m. at the church. This will be the
!mirth session of the church study on "Developing A Vital Congregatiom-
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Singles will hear Welch
S.ngles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7
al Murray •-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. "Self Esteem:
Get and Keep It" will be the topic of discussion led by Margaret
H, a
This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults
•.,ther always single, separated. divorced or widowed. For more inforcall Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224. Mary, 1-527-0115, or
Margaret. 1-247-2249.

Members of the Hazel Woman's Club will canvass the town of Hazel
for donations for the American Heart Association, according to Marla
Thompson, Heart Fund chairman for the club. Members will canvass from
Thursday, Feb. 7. through Tuesday. Feb. 18. Each one will be identified
with a badge denoting a Heart Fund volunteer. The public is urged to
support this group in this endeavor, Thompson said:
lCont'd
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DEAR DR GOTT Several years
ago My daughter was diagnosed with
strep throat She subsequently got a
second sore throat, this time strep
( all FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
also, and Was again treated with medForecaht tor Today or the Future
ication Do you feel it is necessary to
1 900 226 0360
have a culture done every time she
11 a minute
has a problem in the future'
DEAR READER This is a judgment best left to your daughter's pediat ncian Some children are especially
susceptible to strep throats. particuBRIDAL REGISTRY
larly during winter, the -season- for
strep In my- practice. I culture
throats that have been sore for a week
or more, if the children are in school
(where strep is easily spread) or if
there is profuse redness and pain
During the summer. I'm less likely to
ct
perform throat cultures
but, of
course sore throats are less frequent
during the warm months
( indy Lawson,
The problem with strep throat
‘Jlentine Sweetheart
and the reason it must be adequately
treated (antibiotics for a minimum of
10 days) — is that it can lead to rheuWe are pleased to announce
mati(- fever and kidney- disease (nephritis) Therefore, the best rule of
that Kelly Anne Watson
thumb is Have your daughter's throat
bride-elect of Wayne Jackson,
(Antured if the doctor has a high index
Plan to attend the
has made her domestic and
of suspicion (symptoms and season)
household selections through
Church Awakening
ourtrtttal registry.
Program
ail!
Wayne
Anne
and
Kelly
pm
6 an
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kaeleigh Michelle Jones is today, Tuesday, Feb. 5, celebrating her
second birthday. She is the daughter of Jimmy and Kim Jones. Iler
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. William Vance of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Perry of Union City, Tenn., and Mr. and NIrs. Ned Jones
of Murray. Her great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. CoMeld Vance,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie McCage, and Mrs. Dora Jones, all of Murray,
and Mrs. Mary E. Roberts of Mirmar, Fla. Iler great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Pearl Allison of Murray,

Play it safe with throat cultures
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Kirksey UMW plans program

Connection will have a potluck on Saturday, Feb. 9, in the
Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray. Anyone who
,,r-inection to California and has not received an invitation, is urged
cc
rat Donna. 7,14-1117.

Your Individual
Horoscope
ift WEI iSF:s1

se
S
Ri
"1

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

AGERS BEFORE
IT'S TOO LATE"
February 6th & 13th
7 p.m.

FIRST ASSEMBLY
OF GOD
Hwy. 94 East
753-6695 or 753-8945

Daily

12th & Sycamore

and treat if necessary
DEAR DR GOTT My 31-year-old
son has been diagnosed with Idiopathic Hypertrophic Subaortic Stenosis
(IHSS) His doctor says there is no
known cause, and we have many questions Is it curable or Just treated'
Can this be terminal"
DEAR READER To begin with. 1
urge you as I urge all readers to
meet with the doctor and request a
full explanation of your son's condition The physician knows the case
better than I do and has all the necessary test reports
IHSS is a cardiac condition, of unknown cause, marked by thickening
of the septum the tissue that separates the chambers of the heart) This
hypertrophy (thickening) obstructs
the blood flow, especially through the
mitral valve, which places an abnormal burden on the heart because carc muscle must work harder to
pump blood The condition is diagnosed by- ultrasound or cardiac
angiography
Mild degrees of IHSS need no treatment However, if the blockage is severe, or if it results in signs of cardiac
overwork (such as heart enlargement
or weakening heart muscle), therapy
may be necessary medicine to reduce

Have we got a
deal for you...

PIE
FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE
STEAK AFTER 4 P.M
WITH ANY DINNER OR

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
753_8080 -

Pvt

Party

Room Available

za

the overwork or surgery to relieve the
obstruction The ailment rarely
causes death. since treatment is almost always successful
Patients with IHSS must undergo
regular examination and cardiograms Ito detect overwork and in my
opinion, should be under the care of
cardiologists who are not only more
familiar with cardiac drugs than are
regular doctors, but also know when
to refer patients for surgery
Along those lines. I am sending you
a free copy' of my Health Report An
Informed Approach To Surgery Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 with their names
and addresses to P 0 Box 91369,
Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
istvi st• N'11.0.1.F Ic 17E141111,F
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PETER
GOTT, M D

Linda'Weddtrtgs
's er'Pimp
CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR,
'Weddings •Proms 'Pageants
Complete Line Of
Specialty Fabric
TUXEDO RENTAL
Wedding Invitatinns,
Veils, Headpieces, etc.
Tues Sit 10 am -5 rim.
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Hwy. 641 Puryear
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-Coming community activities are announced—

imes

Tuesday, Feb. 5
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.
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Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) will meet at 7 p.m. at
Southside Manor Recreational
Room. for information call
759-1625.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Murray League of Women Voters will meet at 6:30 p.m. in meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Doiothy Group at 11 a.m. with Edna
McKinney; Bea Walker Group at 7
p.m. with Mary Aim Pick.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include pictures taken
for r'irectroy from 3:30 to 9:30
p.m.; Ladies Guild at 7 p.m.
Kentucky r,' Barkley Bass and
Gals will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's.
Meeting of parents concerning
Camp Carson, a YMCA camp for
children and youth, 7 to 16, will be
at 6:30 p.m. at YMCA office in
Wcaks Community Center. For
information call 759-YMCA.
A comedian will perform at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center Stables. Murray State University. Admission is
free.
Faculty recital by Randall Black.
voice, accompanied by Kim Black
and Marie Taylor; will be at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State Uni‘ersity. Admission is free.
Calloway County high School
Boys' Varsity basketball team will
host Reidland at 6 p.m.
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Nancy Meloan.
Wednesday, Feb. 6
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:15
-p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
United Methodist Women of
Kirksey church will meet at 1:30
p.m. at the church.
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Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 9 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

•

ating her
ones. Her
, Mr. and
4ed Jones
Id %ance,
I Murray,
eat-great-

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, third floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital. For
information call Nancy Rose,
director.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
'Nos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 1030 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
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Senior citizens' activities will be
at W'eaks Center from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and at Hazel Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include CREED Series
at 10 a.m..; directory pictures from
3:30 to 9:30 p.m.; RCIA at 7:30
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

Wednesday, Feb. 6

Wednesday, Feb. 6

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Wednesday Night Fellowship
at 5:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir and
Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.

Media presentation on Dead Sea
Scrolls will be at 7 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway County Public
Library.

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 5 p.m.
and Presbyterian Women at 7 p.m.
Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
and Mission

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
Actcens, RAs, GAs
Friends at 7 p.m.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Library
open at 6:15 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, Prayer Meeting and Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir at 745 p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Long-Range Planning
Committee at 11:30 a.m.; business
meeting at 7 p.m. and Weekly
Workers' meeting and Church
Directory Committee meeting at 8
p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Supper at 6
p.m.; Prayer Service at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Open horse riding for the public
will be from 5 to 10 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. For information
call 762-3125.
Board of Calloway County Public Library will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
the library.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will
meet .at 12 noon at Sirloin
Stockade.

Melissa Evans. On
Whitley Jo Evans, right, who was born in June 1990, is being held by her mother, Mrs.
Pictured second
Tucker.
Dorothy
Mrs.
mother,
their right are the baby's grandmother and Mrs. Esans'
father.
Tucker's
Mrs.
and
grandfather
Esans'
Mrs.
ther,
great-grandfa
left is W.D. McKinney, Whitley's
Mrs. Evans,
of
other
great-grandm
Whitley,
of
other
-great-grandm
great
Holsapple,
Mary
At left is Mrs.
grandmother of Mrs. Tucker and mother of Mr. McKinnes.

Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 1:30
p.m.

Hospital lists babies, dismissals, death

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Folsomdale from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Hickory from 12 noon to 2
p.m.

DATEBOOK
(Loft'd from pare 6)

MMS Chess Club,selling tickets

-

Whaley studying a't Philadelphia
Janet Whaley, a junior at DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.. is
studying in DePauw's off-campus study program at Philadelphia, Pa. The
program is ,a liberal arts program for professional development and field
Niudy focusing on urban society. It includes seminars and internships with
professionals in the fields of communication, business, economics and
management. Whaley, a graduate of Murray High School, is the daughter
Of -Peter W. and Beryl M. Whaley. 802 Guthrie Dr.. Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: 'Is. Jeffrey (Bonita) Dowdy and baby boy, and Nanabell
Jones, Hardin, Martha Thorn, Hazel, and Stephen Sanchez, Murray, from
Western Baptist; Robbie Miller, Lucille Kent and Mary Williams, Murray.
Robert Knight, Hardin, and Alexander Jarvis, New Concord. from
Lourdes.

Kenlake Park plans special events
A special evening featuring a buffalo dinner and entertainment will be
served Saturday, Feb. 9, at Kenlakc State Park, Aurora. The dinner featur-

ing buffalo in several ways, vegetables, said bar, desserts, breads and
beverages will be served from 4 to 8 p.m. at a cost of $12.95 for each
adult and $6.25 for each child. From 4 to 9 p.m. persons will have the
opportunity to talk with "Hawk" Boughton and his Mountain Men at their
original style encampment complete with authentic attire and equipment.
Also 18th Century historical interpreter Ted Belue will share era music,
authentic clothing and trade items. For more information call 474-2211.

Murray High School Band Boosters has rescheduled its chili supper for
Monday, Feb. 11, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of the high school.
Tickets are $2.50 each and may be purchased from any band member or
by calling Annette Hancline, 753-0491.

MURRAY
TODAY

BRIDAL REGISTRY

rr--CCEIT yjcS

Paint & Decorating Center
I
71

Mitzi McCallon & Maryann (.2the

We are pleased to announce
that Jill Humphreys, brideelect ofJamie Vance, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Jill and Jamie will be ma;-)
red March 29, 1991.

Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.

WAL-MART

711.e solution

FUNGI-NAIL
tj.S

Do you use Artificial Nails?
Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails
Avallabi• at your pharmacy or Amy
Mom contact Kramer LaborstorNa
8778 S W 8 St Maim FL 33174

Ar/

'

A

Newborn admissions
parents. Kath,
Box

on page 16 r

.1

genius

141/11.11/,

mr, op1e Phillips, 732 Vine St_
N1i,:ttiayi. Peppers baby boy, parents.

arid Mark-, Paris, Tenn.:
Sun: Grccco. Rt. I, Box 291. Almo.
Irt:e r.1.2A horn a-dmisvons and
dIsm i ssals at Murray -Calloway
County. Hospital for Saturday. Feb.
2. tiaxe been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Craig baby boy. parents. Cindy
and Michael. Rt. 2, Box 72E.
liulianan, Tenn.:
JaCkson baby boy, parents. Mariand Dvkayne, Rt. 2. Box 404-1.
Caivert City:
Gillihan baby boy, parents. Nina
and K ni. P.O. Box 349, Benton.

Dismissals
Miss Tiffany L. Kendall. P.O.
Box 118, New Concord: William
Mitchell Cothran, Rt. 3, Box 447.
Benton; Mark A. Aldridge, Rt. 1.
Box 72, Hardin;
Earl Nix Wilson Jr., Rt. 2, Box
108, Hazel; Mrs. Clara Frances
Cole and baby girl. Rt. 2, Box
146K, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Angie Hall, Rt. 2, Box 231.
Benton;
Mrs. Tammy Marie Peppers.

BOBBY WOLFF

2
NORTH
49 7
V6542
•K Q 7 3 2
+A K

A

5.

EAST
WEST
"We took the first five I ri' k mid •A Q .1 10 h 4
2
beat him 200 points for a poor •K
✓ 10 3
score: complained an East player •5
•A 10 9 8 4
i "You slopped a trick - replied a 4 ./1 4
•10 7 6 5 3
friend during the post-mortem - We
took the first six tricks and twat our
declarer $00
SOUTH
At the first table ft:asit won hi,di
K 53
•
amond ace and gave 11‘est a quick
•A Q .1 97
at
moro
nothing
With
diamond ruff
•.J
tractive to lead. Wr4-'t cashed hi,
4.Q .1 2
spade ace and led the queen stir
prisingly ruffed by East Back came ‘'ulnerable Both
ariother diamond iSouth discarding Dealer South
spadet. and West s now sinkttrin The bidding
East
North
West
trump king was promoted to a win- South
Al4paa
4V
34
ner Down 200 before de/lilt-en (timid 1
drawi a deep breath
opening lead Diamond five
"How did you defend to 1'0.31 i t
Second
Mr
inquired
three tricks"
BID WITH THE ACES
Best
2 it
than
patient
"I was a little more
you were. replied East - Instead of iitith holds
giving West a quick diamond ruft
42
SWItChed to Irly singleton spade
10 3
•
West won the 10, and reading tht•
• A 10 9 8 4
lily.:
a
situation accurately returned
4 10 7 6 5 3
spade for me to ruff II would have
ruffed even if he had returned the North South
ace A diamond ruff came next lid 1+
lowed by another spade ruff with
my 10 The coup de grace came with ANSWER: Two clubs Do not introa third diamond lead to promote duce, diamonds If you bid one suit
partner's king of trumps
and then support another, you
Poor South Imagine hov, she felt promise more than a solitary facewhen North. as he put down the card
dummy . said "I have a nice easy
bridgy queqions. to The A(VS PO Box
hand for you to play my dear
Dalln, Texas 75225 with self addressed
'
Shouldn't cause you ant', trouble
olped r.m.clope• for repl!.
I nttrql Feelure Svrwit,
Not ro •ti •

I.

N.

Best Food, Best Prices
I Our Excellent
Breakfast
(Prom 6:00 cm. to II a.m.)

.71

NAIL FUNGUS

.rflu
.ES FOE(
'ageants

I A

Chili supper rescheduled Feb. 11

The problem

Try this safe, simple, effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus Fights thick, split, discolored
nails. Two powerful anti-fungal agents
fight infection on toenails and fingernails Provides relief from the pain and
eliminates the fungus Easy to apply as
nail polish No prescnption needed

".1r,

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Cook named to Dean's List

ir
:
P
'ER
"T. MD

1105 Madison, P',IrH.
!ii:vchorn admixxion and (usHOf,
Ashley RebecLi V. H.
at Murray-Calloway Coun,
Ave
Story
have
I,
Feb.
iy Hospital for Friday,
Gail Rhodes. Rt :
been released as follows:
Water Vancy.
Newborn admission
Clara
parents,
girl,
Cole baby
ing Home, N1Jrr.
and Darren, Rt. 1 Box 146K,
Dr
c, •
Oakle% h.
Buchanan. Tenn.
()
Dismissals
Mrs. Patty D. Litchfield, 4629
II,.irricatC Rd., Cadiz: Carl Ray
Cherr, Rt. 6, Box 77C, Murray,
Miss Christine Granacki, Box 7729
Regents Hall, Murray:
Patterson Mitchuson, Rt. 5. Box
Benton, Alfred R. Woodward,
I
k: I. Box 276. Fulton: Miss Barharii lane Alexander, Rt: I. Box
21!1. A:n10;
makt—
"Improvement
Mrs. lie!hany Jean Etriey and roads. but the crooked ro./d- 14/1i
bah 'no\ . 1306 Olive St., Benton, ,out tmprovement dre
•,/
Ben Grogan. 1715 Magnolia, Mur-

Murray Middle School Chess Club arc now selling tickets at 50 cents
each for an autographed basketball donated by Head Basketball Coach
Steve Newton of Murray State University. The ball is signed by the
coaching staff and all members of the 1991 MSU Racer basketball team.
the autographed ball, signed on the evening of Coach Newton's 200th
win, will be given away at half time of Murray-Fulton County basketball
r.iy George E. Henke, Rt. 7, Box
game on Friday, Feb. 22. Funds will go to help send the MMS Chess
13 3. Max, ield;
learn to the 1991 USCF National Elementary Chess Tournament in Rye.
Mr, Mary Katherine Cain. 1705
N.Y., in April. Tickets are available from any club member and at all
753-0252.
Crouch,
Cheryl
harm Rd., Murray, Iferman
contact
(e
information
MMS hall games. For more
I Ai.ari. 63 Riley (7t.. Murray.
Mrs. Bch M. Wilson, Box 91
}1.1/L.1.
Mr, l‘a Mae Albritten, 50-;
Charles Eugene Cook Jr., son of Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Cook Sr., Rt.
So..11. I ith St.. Murray. Alex
4, Box 16, Murray, has been muted to the Dean's List in the C011ege of
1)Z an. 1 1702 Audubon, N1,urray
1990
a
is
He
Arts and Science at Vanderbilt University. Nashville, Tenn.
Box 125A.
A
Warren, Rt.
School.
High
Murray
graduate of

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Wonderful Wacky
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir at 7:15 'pin.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center

753-3321

a

•

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

The Best And
Only Luncheon
Buffet In Murray!
All You Can Eat:

The Best Country Ham, Two Eggs,
Biscuits & Gravy Or-Toast

$345

One Egg, Sausage Or Bacon,
Biscuits & Gravy Or Toast

One Meat, Six Vegetables,
Cobblers, Corn Bread
Sticks. All prepared
daily country style!

345

Please Ask For Our Daily Specials:
Plenty of Parking and Dining Space for Everyone
We are offering you Quality Food, First Class Service
& a Pleasant Environment to line Only At

ikalA233Yk":
FINE DINING RESTAURANT

Also Owners 8 Operators of Majestic of Mayfield
Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

641 S.. MURRAY, KY

753-1506

•t-rt
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1991 Tax Troubleshooter
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When you can claim children under 19

Taxes and the working student

WASHINGTON (AP)
Children under the, age of 19
771.1s he claimed as your dependents for tax purposes as long as
sou prided more than half
,her support last year. .
flov.tver. the qualifications
and excel.ptions to that rule are
numero;:s.
For example. your dependent
.!:iughter can he as old as 23 if
she :s a full-time student. But if
she !, married and filing a joint
sou get no exemption.
•
,s. ot course, she and her
.,nand tiled solely to get a
and osked no tax
• :'c worth sour while to
,agh. the rules because.
on sour us bracket.
exemption can save
Sl6-- in taxes

depenase lised with sou
ex.ept to
s at)sk..1-it due to
scxu.e, s:acabe a re!agrand,

•

•

does not include tax-exempt
s:Ch as Mare benefits
and the non-taxable part of
Is the &penrit
al
/,U
\
hen there i s,
iIMIt
no
‘k.ts under Ito at
,••
tlin Wrfle
S
AaS
II
24 at wear
•
inejfls a full class
,••:d
ad as set hs Inc school lor at
ot the sear. A
gokernment-supervised on-farm
training course also counts.
CITIZENSHIP: The dependent must be a l'.S cititen or
resident alien or a resident of
!slekko or Canada.
NO JOIN1 RETURN: A, „
rule. stu may not claim an
exemption for any person skho
Ides a .10111 return with another
person.
SUPPORT: You must have
provided more than half the
dependent's financial support
last )ear This includes food,
shelter, clothing. transportation.
eda cspenses. education.
Lhild-,are sers ices, recreation
and spcnding money. Do not
!•te insurance premiums.
s or Social Securits

•
•
•

Tax breaks for the self-employed

•

alone pays more than half, you
may claim the exemption by
contributing more than 10 percent. The others then must sign
Form 2120, a Multiple Support
Declaration.
A divorced parent who does
not 11 aye custody of a child may
take an exemption if the other
parent agrees in writing to give
up the claim, or tithe claim was
authorued t) a pre-1985 court
order or agreement. These rules
are tricky. check- IRS Publica,
tion 504 for details.
You begin losing any tax saving from personal exemptions
once your taxable income (after

Farmers ask the IRS
the answers to many tanners tax
questions are in Internal Resenue Setsite Public atum 225. tarmer'‘ /at
r;unit Farmer employCrs an learn
more about their responsibilities in
Publication 51 iCircular
lerit ultural t1npl7,ter-- % hit lamb'
Both are as adable tree from the IRS
hs calling 1 84111:1AX i•ORN1 r -

moo
[he tollow mg are common ques
lions and answers prepared to help
farmerswith federal income tax laws
0 .A flood damaged my farm this
Sear. and I understand our part of
the Lountrs is a disaster area
%kiwi does this mean'
It your area warrants
fl disaster
assistance. you

la

to deduct sour loss on sour
federal mci vine ta return for the
preceding tax year
I in a farmer Can I take
ms
msestment credit on ans
property'
The I ax Reform Act of 19tih
repealed the insestment tax credit
tor properly placed in sers ice
alter December it. 19X5. except
for property Los ered by transitkin
rules
I plan to hire shon term lab lens
SI,metimes for lust a day or MAI
hase to take out taxes'

▪ (ienerally. you must withhold
income and social security taxes
'only when you base paid an
employee $150 or more in Lash
wages during the year, or when
you hase paid cash wages of
52,5011 or more during the year to
all your employees Exceptions
are explained in IRS Publication
22s
0 I fixed the roof on my barn Is this
a repair lir a capital expense'
▪ A repair simply restores an item
hut neither adds to its saluc nor

r 1 11Ejr
taefund
Ell.
"
"la BID

Income, withholding, dividends and deductions...that's what
you are interested in...deductions that will hold down your
taxes.
If you pay by check you'll have a complete record so you
won't miss one deduction. If you don't pay by check you
would be wise to open an account before another week goes
by.

WHY WAIT
(FOR YOUR
_SFAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GET YOUR
MONEY FAST!
USE H&R BLOCK'S RAPID REFUND PROGRAM

available whether H&R Block
prepares your tax return or not.

It's

Bank of Murray
'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'
Member FDIC

"One of the nation's safest banks"

increases its usetul lite A capital
expense. on the other hand, does
add to the salue or does InCr t-v..ase
the useful life If. for example.
:you me ref. replaced some
shingles, you have repaired your
root If you put an entirely new
root on the barn you haise a
capital expense Repairs'are
tteductihle business expenses
Capital expenses are not
deductible but in sonic cases Mat,
he depreciated oser the life of the
asset

federal

Ina!, dell

U

Taxes On Your Mind?

subtracting exemptions and
deductions) exceeds a certain
level. For 1990, the benefit for a
single person begins dropping
after taxable income passes
S97,620; for a couple filing
Jointly, the threshold is
S162,770, for a head of household, it is S134,930.
You must calculate the phaseout of your exemptions on the
work sheet at the bottom of the
tax rate schedules, which are in
the instructions accompanying
your, tax forms. The exemptions
must' be claimed on the front of
Form 1040 before they can be
phased out.

For more details
\

or to see if you qualify
call Heil? Block now.

financial planning
by
Michael H.Keller ('PA

Keep An Eye On Your Social
Security Account
Your social security account is
like a savings account. Deposits
made but not properly registered
are no better than those not made in
the first place. Errors can happen
for a number of reasons including a
change in marital status-or a name
change. Because the amount of
your benefits depends upon how
much has been deposited, you
should periodically check your
account balance.
It's simple to do. Just call the
Social Security,. Administration
(SSA) at its _toll-free number
(800-234-5772) and' ask for Form
7004, "Request for Earnings and
Benefit Estimate StatemenL" The
form is self-addressed and is easy
to complete.
You should receive your "Personal Earnings and Benefits Estimate Statement" (PEBES) within
six weeks after returning the completed request form. The PEBES
'dill set out your entire earnings
history and will show how much
has been contributedoto your account. Review the MBES carefully for accuracy. Check especially to ensure that you have no
zeros entered for years in which
you have worked. Also look for
other inaccuracies that reduce your
account balance.
If you find a mistake in your
account, call SSA at the toll-free
number given on the PEBES itself.
SSA will require acceptable documentation to correct the mistake, so you should have copies of
W-2s, tax returns, or check stubs.
A recent law change requires SSA
to correct your account as far back
as you can demonstrate a mistake
has been made - not just those
mistakes made within the last three
years.
The PEBES also provides useful
estimates of how much your benefits will be upon your retirement.
Even if you're a long way from
retirement, review your account
now whilc you're Tore likely to
have the necessary papers to document any mistakes in your balance.
The sooner you check, the better.
910215

FOR BLOCK
z

We are proud to use.X\
//
- recycled newsprint.\

[ Dixieland Shopping Center - 753-9204
Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-5 Sat.

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public
Accountant
753-8918

•
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Federal tax laws change little in 1991

Tax breaks for seniors, blind

is and
certain
fit for a
Ripping
passes
filing
old is
house-

he
People who are 65 or older or blind and do not itemite deductions may
1990
tor
return
on
tax
their
deduction
standard
higher
entitled to take a
The table below shows how to determine the amount of their standard
deduction Those who can be claimed as dependents cannot use this table
Step I
Check the correo hoses below tor you and your spouse

phaseon the
n of the
h •are in
panying
mptions
front of
can he

You are

65 or older 1

You spouse is

65 or older[

Blind I ;
r
Blind I
-rota' boxes checked

boxes checked. and
find the amount of your standard deduction, total the
below
chart
deduction
standard
the
to
result
compare the
Step 2

surprised to learn that almost
nothing Congress and President
Bush did last Nca will affect the
tax return you are about to file.
Most of I he tax changes
passed last October in the name
(il deficit reductuin are taxes on
g.isolme, tobacco and other con
pr»duets, they don't
cLange your federal returt
at: some income tax
affecting
mereases,
orly those •A th Helier incomes.
Hit the:, 'Ai!: be taken •

1990 Standard Deduction Chart

RS

1otal number of
bOXe'r checked.

If your filing
status IN

A capital
Lind. does
;s increase
example.
ed sonic
aired your
tirely new
hate a
;pause'are
C xpenses
are not
...ases may
;tile 01 the

:

$4.051)
4)150

I

Single

Married tiling
Jointly or
Qualifying Widow'eri
with dependent

6.100
6,750
7.400
80511

4

1

4

Si0
(, ;SO

Head 01 Household

Military families face
special tax problems

lning

r ('PA

sii),.se who is in the
you will need the
,ignaturc on the return
or a document goring you his or
her power of attorney. The IRS
Aill':',iccept the grant either on
.ts Form 28-1X or on a legal'form
‘,h,cti general power ot
Jttorne.\ is authorized.
As a general rule, militar.
pay, ificluding pay for hazardous
nix'. is lully taxable. Allowances for quarters, subsistence
and uniforms are not taxable.
Combat pay for all personnel
,, ,,cept commissioned officers is
tax-free. An officer may exlude,
S500 a month .of combat pay
from taxation. The same rules
apply for pay received while
nospitafited for up to two years
to recover from a wound or disease suffered in combat.

WASHINGTON (AP) 1-aniihes of military personnel
may face special problems
use of the mass deployment.
I • S forces in the Persian
law does not
members of the armed
..)rues from tiling tax returns, it
:ies allow some leeway. For
example, a member stationed
outside the UOitd States and
Puerto Rico automatically has
an additional two months, until
June 17. to file .without asking
Ih IRS for an extension.
Bills are pending in Congress
to give personnel involved in
the gulf callup additional time to
fte, a 1990 return. One is likely
to pass

ir Social
nt
iccount is
Deposits
-egistered
it made in
n happen
icluding a
Dr a name
-nount of
Ipon how
Ited, you
ck your

It

t call the
nistration
number
for Form
iings and
era." The
id is easy

ii.hg a return ;omt-

['No.',

01

,id

V.1:—

ad....stments de,
to rcL,:c 'our ta\cs by
»:

LrSon

The Peoples Home Equity Line of Credit
is a variable rate loan based on the equity you have in
your home. It is
available for instant use at any
time — much like
a credit card.
However, since
your Home Equity Line is based
on the equity in
your home, the
amount you may
borrow can be
substantial.

: in your
toll-free
ES itself.
Able dothe miscopies of
ck stubs.
ires SSA
; far back
I mistake
ist those
last three
les useful
our bentirement.
/ay from
account
likely to
to docubalance.
le better.
910215

How Do I Use It?
Simply by writing a special check from the book
we provide with your line We have only two
restrictions each check must be for a minimum of $500 and no check may exceed the
amount of your Home Equity Line (or your
remaining balance if you have already used
your line)

fi5 or

AX
r,11,:s ire a;':':
;:h!,

4C:1

NIII.FACJE

I lie

inuea.

for ;,inreinbursed me
ofcar for h,;s:tie
up 1,i
(er,:ts
nir'x Hike under pro.,
r a .5, the rate does not de.,
for
1 ire in..eage deduction or c;
!table
',
111d,

.!

:ate

cl.1)(10

Standard mileage rate up

HODGE, NOEL

2:65:

& ASSOCIATES

For more information
get IRS Publication 917
Business Use of a Car

"The Income Tax Profrssionals"

24a

Joyce Noel, CFP • Mike Hodge, EA
49 Years Combined Experience

Electronic Filing

22 54

Starting at

214

$2000

Open Year Around

753-6069 759-1425
915 Coldwater Rd. - Murray
1986

1987

Your interest rate will be 4.25% over the t rderal Reserve discount rate for our district. This
rate Is subject to change on a monthly basis
An annual fee of$15 will also be deducted from
your Home Equity Line

1988

1989

1990

"Contrary to what
you may have heard,
an individual
retirement account
is still an excellent
retirement plan."

What Is The Highest Interest I Will Pay?
Peoples Bank has placed a lifetime rate cap on
our Home Equity Lines of 18%.
What Are The Terms Of Repayment?
The minimum payment Is 2% of the outstanding balance or $100. whichever is greater A
personalized statement will be mailed to you on
the first of each month detailing each transaction. Your checking account will be automatically debited for the amount of payment ten
days after you receive your statement. You can
make additional principal payments if you
desire There are no penaltJes for prepayment
at Peoples Bank

IRA contributions continue
to he fully tax deductible if you
or your spouse do not participate in an employer-sponsored
retirement plan. Even if you
do has e such a plan, your IRA
could still be fully or partially
tax deductible depending on
your income level and filing
status.
A Peoples' IRA is worth
having and holding onto. It's a
sound investment that will increase in value every year. And
your federally-insured account
will earn interest income that
is still tax-deferred.
It doesn't cost anything to
open a Peoples' IRA, and you
can do it with as. little as 1.100.
In addition,there are no service
or closing fees.
Forget the rumors and call
Peoples Bank at 753-3231. You
have a lot to gain by opening or
contributing to a Peoples'IRA
today.

Ealy To Get Started?

Yes. Simply call 753-3231 for an appointment

SOUTH BRANCH
S. 12th and Story
Sth and Main
North 12th and Chestnut
South 12th and Story
Mrrnher FEW
penalty fair earh withdrawal)
untrrest
I Stihsearitial
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NM. ••••••••
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NORTH BRANCH
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-
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What Is The Interest Rate?

Is It

:I;Lotne

MUM

could IC (o;:trithai to tires
employer sponsored retireinei,t
accoun!, in :990 51',1

JECIli
).1

Home Equity
Line of
Credit

our "Per :fits EstiS) within
the comPEBES
earnings
Dw much
your acES careck espehave no
in which
look for
Juce your

‘;),,5.2).),;

I nu

))).

1.375
4.015
-1.675
S.115

Married filing
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Tigers' foe in All-A Classic reminds. Miller of UK
I he Hornets have already stung Owensboro Senior and !rotn 6-8 center Jason Joseph (apparently fully recovered from
‘%,:s1 Hopkins, have four players averaging in double figures. a recent ankle sprain) and workhorse baseliner Ban Crum,
an a‘erage of 81 points from thetr top seven players. A ho plays above his 6-1 height.
stoot an average of 25 1-point shots per game.
Murray has also benefitted from its "team players," Miller
!t.,...'s putting the ball up in the air "They run and-gun,1,.,J. praising the role playing performances of Allen RayNJIL; 'They're really talented."
' 7r;. Chip Greene, Aaron Whitaker and Chris Bailey. ,
Inc talent is 6-3 guard Rafe Young. who puts in
m.,rray's fortunes in the All-"A" competition will be based
a'Yat2 points per game. Kevin Kcown adds 14 points per
Fri Low well the Tigers stay in their team philosophy, espeMark Sehulti 13 and Chris Kemp checks in at ten
_k n their first-round game. Miller said.
IlanLo‘k is effective
and scary --- because Of their blueWe just have to play our game." he said. saying the Tigers
we've
„)llar approach to the game. Miller noted. "From what
couldn't
afford to get into a 3-point shooting contest with the
they. work real hard,” he said. "They're not really big.
Hornets
tho are really quick. they block out real well and they
good hal:handlers.
"We're going to have to get good shots," Miller said.
1'hy re extremely well-coached and strong in fundar,ien- "We're not interested in seeing who can shoot the most shots:
:ak They're just really a quality team
we've got to try to get good shots ourselvcs."
- Ittat's all right," Miller added. 'We'll go after them."
One way to keep Hancock's shooting down is to practice
N1..--ay won the right to "go after them" Saturday night. ball control and make the Hornets play more defense than
d...!“.1,ng Mayfield 60-57 in overtime in the First Region .NI:
they may be accustomed to. Miller added.
,hamplor,ship game
"We'll take the break if it's there, but if not, we're going to
he I igers boast one of the premier players in the area in try to move the ball and make them play more defense than
• point guard Willis Cheaney, have good inside play. they're used to."

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Moray L•orm & TITO* Sport• Editor
The Murray High Tigers May have found an easy way to
scout the Hancock County Hornets, Murray's first-round
opponent in tomorrow's All "A" Classic State Tournament.
To prepare his First Region champions for their 1:30 CST
game against the Third Region club, head coach Cary Miller
can lust show videos of the Kentucky Wildcats' game.
'1.hey play a lot like the University of Kentucky,' Miller
sa.J of the 14-5 Hornets, who won the Third Region All-".A"
Enday night with an 84-65 win over Butler County.
I es hoot the "3"s a lot, they like to press a lot; they really
n
get up and down the floor."
No one ,n the area is overly-familiar with the Hancock
7•grarr.. under first-year head coach John Tinsley. What is
k''o47", however, is impressive: The Hornets come .into the
A •A '
. Cassie as the fifth-ranked team in the 16-team field,
a....ording to The Louisville Courier-Journal Litkenhous com7a7.:C. owning a 644 grade to Murray High's 58 4
.
ruts the Tigers smack dab in the middle ,

Racers survive trip to Texas
Staff

Jones hitting four buckets
K:ng closing the drive w

AP Reports

a dunk

got as close as ve midway through
hat Jackson and Jones scored hack -to-back
Raters, and King helped put the Panthers away
'LT L•r that put the Racers up 70-59. Prairie
six with 25 seconds left. hut
and King each hit two free throws and
sank a long 3-pointer to chhe the game.
::1 C..1 in 16 of his 18 in the second half. while
' Scott Adams came off the
Ervin led the Panthers

NEXT

vcrs did a nice job of hanging together
• of adversity tonight." Newton said.
• . peak and valley team. hut if we can get
:nese last five conference games, we can
•...7 own destiny.the Racers host co-leader Eastern Kentucky
:,ight in Ohio Valley (onfernce pi'ay
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Lady Lakers rally for 71-66 win
Staff Report

nay man-*.

.

...edge( & '.rnos Sports

...arC
wrio admits

he pre defense "We

..ay County's Lad) Lakers
a relaxed defense and a
•.: Lax" offense to erase a
arid pave the was for a
,,t) -upset over Paducah
Tornado mone,.,,, 7
Cal 'was County
Tnc Lad' Lakers sw.tcr,,ad
mar,to-rnan to 4
the Tilghman
.r..rd quarter. ar.C.: I '4
7-.7
:
' E.ng spree
sn,
Ca ...ay

nov,:-, down the stretch."
Lax and Evans tied for Learn
honors with 16 points each while
Val Shelton added 12 and Paul 10.
Calloway .also owned a 34-23
:,:ge on rebounds, with Julie 114;41..:7op and K-wanda Hornbuckle haulng down eight each whilo Pau'.
,J,:c..;.ted seven. The Lady 1.akers
d d a good Joh of holding 1:
one snot. O'Rourke n.i'
.hey claimed 21 defe:.,
7;:oands and "rebounded everv
7.issed free throw." he
.
4y :MprOVed its rc
.n the win over the 8-8
I;
girls. and O'Rourke said
.2-;e Lady Laker gar-.e
'
•novv.7„:
signs of

Ca.ioway head
• f, Ro..irke said of Lax s
2 "Ste riasn' neen plav in:

Calloway's Linda Stubblefield goes up for two of 14 points during
Murray's 45•3' siri in girls' action Tuesday night at Murray Middle.

Foster's free throw caps
Murray Middle sweep
Staff Report
Marray Ledger & Times Sports

.nseasonahly warm temperatures heated up the Murray Middle
t. ::,rr-.hasium Monday night, and the action between'the MMS
and the Calloway Middle Lakers brought the warmth to a boil
night.
igers prevailed 42-41, on a free throw after time expired by James
:tipping a frantic final eight seconds in front of frenzied faithful
-ith school, and completing a home sweep of the doubleheader.
the sticky." MMS coach Scott Turner said. "It was a wild
.ldn't he prouder of our kids," Laker coach Joe Stonecipher said.
one of the best middle school games in this area in a long-

,,r page 11

MHS improves, but falls at Graves
end -f

Staff Report
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You Can Hear the Difference"
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eight seconds left, and Murray' holding a 41-39, and Calloway
the ball. a Tiger was whistled for an intentional foul, sending CalJeremiah Rayburn to the free throw line.
calmly sank both free throws to tie the- game at 41.
JererniiIi-lhat was two of the most pressured packed free throws
er shoot.- Stonecipher- said.
.say fired up a shot that would have won the game, but it missed
..
• .ne rebound, a Laker was called for being on Foster's back, and it
,ster's turn to feel the pressure.
time on the clock, everyone on their feat, and both teams on
watching, Foster sank the winning free throw to give the
:her Ilth win of the year. .
.1
1Ot a lot of luck, and got a break," Turner said. "Calloway had
the break eight seconds earlier. It was a tough game to call. James
free throw to say the least."
1.akers had led 20-14 at halftime, but the second half was a seesaw
-. as both teams battled back and forth.
Ire quality of play was excellent, for both teams," Stonecipher said.
Weatherly led all scorers with 20 points, despite missing the
nd quarter with foul trouble. Ted Booth pitched in 11.
1-rrorras Hornbuckle pitched in 11 to lead the Lakers, while Jay Paul
tossed in eight.
• • • •
girls' contest. the Lady Tigers used a strong third quarter to take
victory over the Lady Lakers.
After holding- a-one-point lead at halftime, the Lady Tigers ledby eight
at :tie end of the third period, as the pace ,picked the contest up.
first half was kind of like a chess game,' Lady Tiger coach Dan
.ompson said. "In the third quarter, the pace, picked up quite.. a bit."
IL Tigers took .a 31-23 lead into the fourth quarter. The Lady Lakers
• ,- (!cs*.i as six, but couldn't get any closer partially because of poor
shooting.
payed a very good first half. but we just had a stretch in the third L;uarter where we didn't play Very well." Lady Laker coach Eddie Mprris
said.
Calloway also missed 21 free throws, which concerned Morris.
-We got the ball inside \yvhere we wanted it. and got fouled, but we
(Coed on page I I)

Sports
Wrangler
Daniel T.
PARKER
Ledger S Time8 Sports Editor
Murray High School "certainly
would like to have as many
fans as possible" Tiger coach
Cary Miller said of tomorrow's
1:30 CST matchup against
Hancock County in the first
round of the All-"A" Classic
state tournament on the University' of Kentucky campus in
Lexington.
Athletic director Dave Carr,
however, wants the Tiger fans
who do go up to the game to
he a'.'arc of the parking diffi
culties of the afternoon sessions.
"There's hardly any parking
in the vicinity (of Memorial
Coliseum)," Carr notes, pointing
out that with UK classes in
session, much of the available
parking is taken up with student
vehicles_
Carr's tip on successful negotiation Aith the problem is to
seek out and park in the "Yellow" lot at UK, where a shuttle
nu, totes afternoon session fans
to and fro,
• • • •
On Monday, Miller repeated
his claim that the All-"A" tournament situation is "the best
thing that's happened to small
high schools in the state." Miller. winner of two First Region
titles with the Tigers, said there
was no difference between
Saturday' night's overtime thriller
at Mayfield and a "real" regional championship game.
-"here was no difference in
the atmosphere of that ballgame
and that of any regional finals,"
Miller said.
"There's no difference to the
kids." Carr . added.
Both noted, however, that
w ha lever the tourriarent means
to the players, coaches, school
administrators, TWIN writers or
anyone else, if the fans don't
upport it with their admission
dol:ars. the tournament's nistory
4. it: he sweet hut all-too short.
• • • •
Cavema High School of the
5th Region and University
Heights Academy of the 2nd
are the odds-on favorites in the
All-"A" Classic, at least according to The Louisville •CourierJournal Litkenhous rankings.
Cavema, 19-2, comes into the
tournament with a 70.2 Litrating
to UHA's 16-5 record and 66.3
grade.
Other schools, regions, reLords
and ratings include:
Maysville (10th, 13-7, 66.3i:
Newport Catholic (9th, 16-7,
65.9)1 Hancock County (3rd,
14-5, 64.4); Kentucky Country
Day (7th, 15-4, 62.3); Pikeville
(15th, 17-4, 61.2); Lexington
Catholic (11th, 16-5, 58.9);
MURRAY HIGH (1st, 16-5,
58.4); Somerset (12th, 15-5,
55.2); Cumberland (13th, 15-7,
54.4); Russellville (4th, 4-14,
51.2); Jenkins (14th, 18-2, 51.0);
Raceland (16th, 15-2, 45.9);
Trimble County (8th, 12-6,
45.3);_ and Beth Haven (6th,
21-4, 40.4).
• • • •
Fans of Calloway County
girls' basketball, football and
baseball can rboOTor former
coach John Orr during the girls'
portion of the All-"A" Classic
state tournament. Orr, a former
head girls' basketball coach and
assisttint in baseball and football, is now the assistant coach
of the 18-4 Green County Lady
Dragons, who have reached the
Final Four of the girls' All-"A"
tournament. Green County plays
Friday night at 6 in the semifinals of the girls' playoffs.
• • • •
Leaving the high school scene
for a while, is there anything
left that Louisiana State University coach Dale Brown hasn't
complained about? I'm beginning
to lose count, but to the best
of my memory, Brown .-- so far this year — has griped
about:
•NCAA regulations which
make his amateur scholarathletes go to classes,.
•NCAA regulations which for.
bid payments to his amateur
scholar-athletes;
*Journalists who wanted to do
a story about one of his players
(an Israeli) during the early
(Coned on page 11)
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Reactions
'Actions&

I.

1MeS

Baseball

General

41 VOiltit
The doors of Cooperstown
slammed shut on Pete Hose when the Hall of
F ame's board of directors voted 12 0 to bar the
banned baseball sum from its ballot While the
rule adopted does not specifically, mention
Rose, the former Cincinnati Reds player and
manager is the only hying person on the ;sauna
nanny ineligible list Rose. the career leader in
has and games, can become eligible for the
Hall barot only if he baseball commissioner
reinstates him by December 2005 None of the
previous 14 individuals banned from baseball
were reinstated Rose was placed on baseball's
ineligible list on Aug 23. 1989. by the late corn
missions( A Bartlett Giamatti The commission
er concluded after a six-month investigation
that Rose bet on baseball games, including
those involving the Reds

Cyclist Greg t eMond, winner of
MIN YORK
the Tour de France for the third time last year,
winner of the 1991 Jesse
selected
as
was
Owens International Trophy The award, named
for the winner of four track and lied gold med
als in the 1936 Olympics. is voted by a wort
dwide panel of electors Lomond outpolled tonal
ists Rosa Mons, a marathon runner front Portug
al, and Marlene Cntey, a sprinter from Jamaica
ernond, who first won the Tour in itois has
been victorious in Parrs the last two years
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TAMPA, Ha
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers,
turned down by Bill Walsh and turned off by
Buddy Ryan, ended their coaching search
where ! began — with Richard Williamson
Bucs owner Hugh Culverhouse named Williamson tO coach Tampa Bay. ending a two month
search for Ray Perkins' successor When Per
Sins was fired on Dec 3, Williamson was
namiq interim coach for the Bucs' final three
gam.•s Tampa Bay beat Minnesota and lost to
Ch 'ago and the New York Jets
• • • •
/1(rIVO( Ul U — New York Giants linebacker
Awrence Taylor faces a misdemeanor charge
c criminal properly damage for allegedly
damaging a taxi during an altercation a few
(- ours after Sunday's Pro Bowl, police said
Taylor's rental car collided with the cab near
itonotutu Airport at 945 p m Sunday, police
spckeswomal Jean Motoyama said The taxi
cl, der got Out 01 his car, kicked Taylor's car,
cm bed omo the hood of Taylor's car and
th,eatened him with a metal pipe. Motoyama
said Taylo, got out of his car, wrestled the pipe
ro-r, be'
,ar and hit the rear end of the cab.
Motoya,„i said Taylor then threw the pipe into
-earby Lashes she said

College basketball
UNI V was No 1 in the Associated Press
baskcpall poll for the 12th straight week, this
,
e .nanirhOuS again The Runnin Rebels, the
Ccly unbeaten Division I team, received all 63
'
place votes and 1,575 points The next
• Arkansas, Ohio State and India
,
st3yed be same Arizona was fifth, fol
uke and Syracuse, both up a place
rodb
John • •t•, 1 l'Orn •Elti 10 eigh1h, while North
'ia
Keritacky completed the top 10
• .i, orri;i State 11541 moved into the rankings
!he f 'st rne this season, at No 22, while
• •gan Slate, at No 25. returned to the poll
•
, xed Georgia Tech and Seton Halt

Hockey
MONTREAL — Edmonton goaliender Grant
F uhr, suspended for one year by the NHL last
September for drug use, was reinstated by
league president John Ziegler FUN is eligible
to return to the Oilers on Feb 18 after having
served almost five months of the suspension
For conditioning purposes, he will be allowed to
on the Oilers' AHL learn in Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, on Feb 12
• • • •
ST LOUIS — The St Louis Blues, seeking
added toughness, dealt three players to the
Quebec Nordioues for forward Dann Kimble In
exchange for Kimble, one of the NHL's most
frequent fighters, the Blues sent often-injured
right w.ng Herb Raglan and minor-league
delensemen Tony Twist and Andy Rymsha to
Quebec
• • • •
MONTREAL -- Winnipeg center Thomas
goals and five assists in
four
had
Steen, who
our road games, was named the NHL Player of
the Week Steen has a nine game point-scoring
streak since returning after missing 20 games
with a broken ankle
• • • •
GE lROIT — The scene was straight from any
,basketball game. The home team had just ral
lied from behind to tie the score, the crowd was
ooing wild, and the visiting coach wanted a
nrneckil Except this time, the place was me ice
at Joe Louis Arena and the coach was Tom
Webster of the Los Angeles Kings Steve Yzer
man had just scored the last of three Detroh
Red Wing goals in a 2 57 span of the third per •
mod to erase a 4-1 Los Angeles lead and the
19,815 fans at Joe Louis were going crazy
Webster called his one timeout, bringing his
players together to try to stem the Red Wing
momentum '1 called the timeout to help settle
the team down, and I knew we needed to get
the crowd out of the game," Webster said
rust 'old the guys 10 start playing smart hockey
agar- ' Webster's stralegem worked as the
K rigs shut down the Red Wing rally, then worMonday s game with a pair of late goals Luc
Robilaille beat Tim Cheveldae at 15 55 for his
second goal of the game to give Los Angeles a
5 4 lead, and Flobitaille's pass a moment later
sent Tomas Sandstrom in for a breakaway goal
to .ce the game 6-4 at 1657.
•in Whia games. Monday. it was Montreal 5,
M.rnesota 3. and Toronto 6, St touts 5
• • • •
WALES CONFERENCE
Psirick Division
W I T Pts GF GA
27 19 9 63 197 171
79-23 3 61 235 203
atA'
27 23 6 60 186 174
d cg
22 22 10 54 198 181
unesen
24 28 3 51 173 185
18 28 8 44 155 114C
Adams Division
17 8 7- 0 204 178
30 20 6 66 191 168
sn• 5ii

Auburn sets record at
Lady Racers' expense
Murray Lodger 8. Times Spode

AUBURN, Ala. --- The Murray
State University Lady Racers got to
be part of a record-setting effort
Monday night, but they'll be the
answer to a future trivia question:
Who did the Auburn Lady Tigers
heat to set a new NCAA record for
consecutive home wins?
Answer: Murray State, as Carolyn Jones scored 22 points and No.
7 Auburn began the game with a
22-0 run en route to an 89-44 rout.
The Lady Tigers (19-3) won
their 64th consecutive home game.
an NCAA record. Murray State
(t7-5) didn't score until almost
midway through the first half.
During the first-half run., C.0
Hayden scored 9 straight pOints. A
Chantel Tremitiere steal and lay-up
put Auburn ahead 36-4 with 7:11
remaining in the period and coact.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
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Panthers win the game
they NEEDED to, 86-80
By The Associated Press

753-8355

David King

t.

There are games you need and
there are games you NEED. Pittsburgh won one of the latter.
The 24th-ranked Panthers .had
lost three straight and four of live.
and the latest loss was a 112-s5
nationally televised humiliation ;1!
UCLA. They responded with CC
86-80 victory over Seton Hall
Monday night to stay in the thiL
Pro basketball
of the Big East title chase.
A/CPC,' Ca'
Magc Johnson was
— I guess you could say ‘0,..
Gen' nela Hospital Medical Can
needed a win
badly," Pitt coac
.T s ,
4 pecled to play tonight when the Los
A'
Liners 17-1 to extend their winning
Paul Evans said. "You've got
,,
,
,
;.imes Team doctor Stephen torn
give credit to the kids. 'I hey wer.
ciii al tests were negative and gave
;,i-misson to resume practice and
demoralized after losing •
,•
Johnson was knocked unconscious
UCLA) and they had a lori 1
ilarllord
-rid a mud concussion near the end
23 25 6 52 154 180
21 22 10 52 las 181
Quarter of Sunday's 99 86 victory
home, but I definitely wasr:
11
14
9
31
155
240
Ceiebec
- sago Balls
CAUPBELL CONFERENCE
to give them Sunday night
Nome Division
• • • •
W I T Pts GF GA
"They had a good practice and it
CHARL01 TE NC
Metal detectors, add,
34 17 A 72-181 141
Cnicago
carried over. Darelle (Porter) Vi is
31 16 7 69 211 170
tiona police officers and searches will be
St Louis
24 27 5 53 189 296
Detroit la
„4.
'reminders of the Persian Gulf war for basketball
really into it and had everybod:.
17 31 9 43 172 197
fans attending NBA All Star game events this
14 35 5 33 156 226
Toronto
His effort was exceptional.'
- weekend at the Charlotte Coliseum The
Smythe Division
beefed up security measures announced at an
Porter had 13 points.' 1 .2
30 18 5 65 221 170
Los Ange4As
afternoon news conference were nearly dent.
28 20 5 61 216 171
Catcary
rebounds
and nine assists as
cal to those imposed at last month's Super
Edmonton
27 22 3 57 181 166
Winnipeg
Bowl in Tampa, Fa Fans at Sunday's All Star
20 29 8 48 187 200
Panthers
(16-7,
5-4) handed Sety
19 31 5 43 169 216
Vancouver
game and other events, including the slam
Monday's Games
Hall
(13-7,
5-6)
its third straig
duns and 3 point shooting contests on Satur•
Los Angeles 6, Deuce 4
I encounter metal detectors and X ray
day,
loss and fourth in six games
Montreal 5. Airinesola 3
devices at all entrances to the build•ng Flec Toronto 6. St Louis 5, OT
''We went out there with a lot of
tronic devrces will be banned and roadblocks
wil be set up for vehicle searches
Tennis
intensity
we dial-r`t - have that
• • • •
(against UCLA).— Porter said
NEW YORK-- Forward Otis Thorpe, who averSAN FRANCISCO — Andre Agassi and John
aged 24 8 points, 11 3 rebounds and 3 5
McEnroe, playing doubles together for the first
We had 'a team meeting and alJ
assists per game while leading the Houston
time, nearly beat the fourth -seeded team in the
'It's time to play in the Big F.1,
Rockets to a 3 1 record last week, was named
Volvo Tennis-San-Francisco tournament. AgasNBA Player of tne Week
si and McEnroe held match point at 5-4 in the
again and let's forget about •
• • • •
third set against Neal Broad of South Africa and
In other games involving rankc
NEW YORK -- Sidney Green of the San Ant0
Kevin Curren of Austin, Texas But the ranked
nio Spurs was f red $3,000 and Vernon Maxduo survived 1 ,6, 7.6 17,21. 7.5 In singles, No
teams
Monday night, it was:
well of the Houston Rockets $1,500 by the NBA
3 Brad Gilbert topped PatnCit Kurlden of Ger11 Virginia 87, Radford 54: No, 1.
many 6-3. 3-6. 6-2. No 5 Tim Mayotte defeated
for fighting Green was fined for initiating an
altercation by flagrantly fouling Maxwell 0r,
Tomas Carboneil 6-4, 7-6 18-6), Luis Herrera of
Southern Mississippi 98. Appalili
Saturday n gm! NBA vice presdident Rod Thorn
Mexico Ideal No 8 Gary Muller of South Africa
hian State 74; and No. 13 La..•
6 4, 7-6 (7,4), Alexander Mronz of Germany
said Maxwell was f ned for retaliating
• • • •
beat Rick Leach 7-6 17-31, 6-3, and Udo
Tennessee
State 93, Tennesse,.
Riglewski of Germany ousted Marcus Ondruska
Mr RODinsOn s neighborhood was an unfrienaiy
Chattanooga 70.
place for the New Jersey Nets Usually, that
of South Africa 6.1, 6-3
• • • •
area is n• San Antonio where David Rob nson
Pitt lost a seven-point halftime
patrols the middle On Monday night, however,
MILAN, Italy — Sixth-seeded Aaron Kricitstem
lead and Sewn Hall took the lead
defeated Amos Mansdorf 6-0, 6-1 and No 5
Portland had the dominant Mr R as in Cliff
Robinson. who had 20 points in a 117-102 vicJakob Hlasek beat Todd Witsken 7.6 (7-2). 6-2
early in the second half behind
tory Robinson led Portland's strong bench,
as the Milan Indoor ATP tournament began
three 3-pointers by Terry Dehere.
which hit 'or 53 pants compared to 29 for New
amid tight security and without its most popular
Jersey, losers of five straight, all on the road I
star — John McEnroe. McEnroe, a four-time
The
Panthers got the lead for good
winner in Milan, pulled out because of terrorism
felt I had some advantages on offense," Robinat 54-53 on Porter's layup with
son said
I felt Quicker than most of those
fears related to the Gulf War Other winners
were Thierry Champion of France and Nklas
guys I'm taller and could get my shot off over
13:31 remaining. The Panthers
!hem He did that enough to assure the Blaz
KWh of Sweden
built the lead to 72-62, but
ers' 24th home win against two tosses, which
gave them a 39 8 overall record best in the
General
Dehere's 3-pointer with 49 seconds
NBA Robmson had nine points in the fourth
Quarter, as did Danny Young, another
SALISBURY, NC — Chris Berman of ESPN
left cut it to four.
was named the sportscaster of the year and
Substitute
Brian Shorter, who finished with
•In other games, it was Chicago 108, SacPeter Gammons of The Boston Globe the
ramento 97, Milwaukee 103, Cleveland 96, and
sportswnter of the year. both for the second 22 points and eight rebounds, then
Seattle 130, Charlotte 93 All of those winners
straight year, by the National Sportscasters and
made one free throw with 34 secwere visitors Monday night
Sportswriters AssOciation
onds left and two more with 17
seconds left to ensure the win.
"We needed this game," Shorter
said.
"We're back in the confer(Coned from page 10)
technical fouls at the end of
ence
and
we had to start executing
the game and set up Scott
days of the war in Iraq and
better. We wanted to get the ball
game-winning
Draud's
four
free
Kuwait;
inside, and when we didn't we
throws).
*Referees who don't call fouls
threw it out for the 3,-pointer.''
against those rough-neck, future
Dehere led Seton Hall with 25
*The layout at Vanderbilt's
pro-wrestlers who other teams
points
and Anthony Avent had 23.
Memorial
Coliseum,
where
the
have guarding Shaquille "Mr.
benches
are
at
the
ends
of
the
Clean" O'Neal;
court instead of along the side
'Referees who do call fouls
layout, Brown says, caused
(this
against O'Neal (as they had the
his
technical).
nerve to do at the conclusion
(Coned from page Ith
of Saturday's loss at Vanderbilt,
Poor Dale Brown. Poor, poor
over Tilghman, hitting 57 percent
when O'Neal and Brown drew
Dale Brown.
of their shots during the game.
Vanessa Bucy (6-for-7, 4 3's) had
17 points and Christy Lambert
(5-for-5) added 11 while Toni
(Cont'd from page 10)
couldn't take advantage of it at the line," Morris said. "Anytime you miss Dunn came off the bench for nine
21 free throws, you know it's your own fault. If we had hit our free points.
• • • •
throws, we would have been in the game at the end."
PADUCAH TILGHMAN ..... 14 39 52 66
Bonnie Payne led the Lady Tigers with 14 points, while guard Stacey CALLOWAY COUNTY
11 31 55 71
Tilghman (66) — Woods
. en 18 Farmer 18
Thomas had 12 and Connie Payne tossed in 10. Shea Hogsed had nine Kirchhoff
11, Teague 9, Smith 7, Houser 3
points and also pulled down 12 rebounds for the winners.
Ishee FG 23/56, FT 9/15, 23 rebounds
Calloway
— Lax 16, Evans 16, Shehon
The Lady Tigers moved to 9-3, and Thompson also pointed out that the 12, Paul 10,(71)
Hornbuckle 6, Waldrop 5 Darnel,
4, Stalls 2, La:naafi FG 22/60 FT sae 34
Tiger 7th graders finished 7-0 on the year.
Linda Stubblefield led the Lady Lakcrs with 14 points, while Kim rebounds
Records — Tilghman 8-8, Carlovray 7 8
Johnson had eight points.
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Subscribe or renew and get The Courier-Journal
hy mail Monday through Saturday all ear long at the lowest
rate available.
Each day's Couner-Journal gives ‘ou the hest coverage
Iron) the largest news staff and news bureau system in Kentucky.
And on the lighter side, there's a great variet\ of features to
entertain, amuse and inform you

Lady ...

The Courier-Journal Bargain offer

Foster's ...

r •••

The Insurance Center
of Murray

High school scores

• • • •
MURRAY ST (44)
7.a.,,nare 1
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SCOREBOARD

Li; ( 1.1;41 ucrit to his bench.
Auburn led 48-19 at halftime.
Hayden finished with 17 points
antl seven rebounds, and Kim Mays
." 10 poirits. For Murray State
it just 24 percent from the
Lift.. Pinson was the only
in di);h1e figures with. 14

Staff Report
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It's easy to subscribe. t se our convenient three payment plan or your Mastercard. VISA
or American Express and start enjoy mg the C-1 ever dav for Just S1.94 a week Call us now at
I-800-866-22 l 1
Offer as ailahle to Kentucky and Indiana residents only..
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The Courier-Journal Bargain Offer
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]
1 credit card for,
Full payment ot S100.70i $95 plus S5.70 Ky sales taxi
534.80 initial payment. I agree to pay the balance of S69.60 in two equal installments of
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Congratulations, Tigers! Good luck in the All-"A" Classic
Murray advances to the All "A" state tournament with a 70-67 win over Mayfield in the regional title game

Championship scenes Saturday night included (clockwise from top
left) senior guard %%illis Cheaney finding humor in comments from
his friends as he cut down the nets: the Tiger bench erupting as
Kart ('rum's free throw with 25 seconds left in osertime gase Murray a four-point lead; Allen Rayburn drising against Mayfield's
Jarrod Stock; and the Tigers celebrating at mid-court seconds
after the win.
(Photos by Daniel T. Parker)

All-A Classic
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ood Luck Tigers?
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ALL THE WAY TIGERS! GOOD LUCK TIGERS!
From All Your Friends At--

In

Good
Luck
Tigers!

Thornton
Tile &
Blalocmu:
k-C
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ole
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We're Behind
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•
All The Way!
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best pizza in town.

Marble, Inc.

Funeral HOMP, Inc.
713 South 4th St.
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605 Main
TIGERS! 753-2552
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Insurance Center
of Murray
901 Sycamore St

Hwy. 641 North - Murray

753-8355

Go All The Way, Tigers
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Best of Luck Tigers!

Purdom Motors
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1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
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The Way To The Top...
Go Tigers!
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Best of Luck!
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on to Victory!
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Contemporary products are
looking familar, practical

41

Questions & Answers

How to care for stucco exterior

By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Seen any furniture lately that looks like someone you know
Well, try a tomcat shaped liked a pair of lips, a chest of drawers in ne
form of a female torso or a chair with legs that would put licit>
to shame.
But products that take on a human clement go be.ond furniture.
Robin Levien, a partner in the English design Inn of Queensberry I I ,.n•
Many new consumer goods have soft edges that take on the
pie, animals or plants, he says.
1.evien presented a slide show at the recent Nationai Assoc,aJn it
Home Builders show in Atlanta. fie flashed images of yrbout 4 ;iiii
in biomorphic, or natural, forms. They include the Mazda Miata.
al Motors demonstration car, a squat portable stereo player arid .
74 4
held calculator with a wavy edge where the fingers grT
A whirlpool bath tub he designed for American Standar.t
wavy edge, plus oval pillows and rounded - hand
The process of giving products a softer line has acquift.: We
"soft-tech," Levien says. The avant garde has been wor; ,
concept for quite a while, but now mass producers are gra •
their products more saleable.
But they aren't just eye-catching. "I hey 're a ger .
more comfortable, friendlier products, Levien
waves in designing tubs, for example, allows Ilk,
accommodate the torso, legs and shoulders.
'If designers created products that were easy for ‘.c•.
says. "it would help the elderly' and disabled t:
it
'!
F
products designed for them."
The idea for the hand-held calculator with the w
exhibit at New York's Museum of Modern Art
lv disabled, says Noel Zeller, president of /
A
,ant Vernon, N.Y.
the calculator, which fits into the palm of the
righty or a lefty. Other .Zelco rroducts
interact with them are a flashligh with a flexible
bedside alarm clock that can be turned off
indentation on the front.
"These days you can design a vrodud fl Ne...
and sell it in' Japan,'' Zeller says. Si) people has •
TAGONAL HOUSE concept. developed during the 1:'clown Ira.
1111.
almost instinctively how it works.
was the inspiration for the design of this three-bedroom house in which the liv ing
As the 20th century.winds down, thinking aH'..1
information
re
rn
For
outside
room has an almost 360 degree slew to the
'
aroUnd. At the century's beginning. it was said
enclosing a stamped
Plan HA1509Y, which has 1,540 square feet write
disg.ise
not
should
product
a
of
shape
the
tion;
self-addressed envelope to York and Schenke. 226 Sesenth st (larder)( is ,
used for.
NY I is30
Most of us can't tell exactly how a sic-,.!
know or even care if the form and
Levier' say-s. "The only qui:
A ant to have it around?"
'The thought that 'people don't t sa cri7ricr
(these are based on wallpaper with
products?' is a good one," says Dr. EirLe. P..: By POPULAR MECHANICS
a drop under 18 inches).
president of Herbst Lazar Bell InL .
For AP Nwessfeatures
To calculate how much paper
Rutter says human needs frequently are igriorca
you need, first find the wall area.
If you can survive scanning enddesigned, usually- because of engiiiering requirctri;
Add the length of each wall, and
„17
less pages of wallpaper books and
however, internal workings and eic...•rt.:
this total by the ceiling
multiply
decor,
your
suits
that
find a pattern
ners can he more attentive to ,crea:Ji
height. Multiply the height of each
color scheme and budget, hanging
'All sorts of experiments are go:ng on,— he
door and each window by its width.
the wallpaocr will be easy.
an,:
en utensils -- handles on pots and pans and knives
Add the door and window areas
For your first job, choose a walltoots.
for
grips
new
and subtract this from the wall
paper that i easy to install, such as
'Ani&icans have a tendency to (.esign fat hand,:.
area. This gives you the surface
a
S20
than
an inexpensive (less
lot of the- physical data which designers use are. '
area to be papered. Add about 20
roll) pretrimmed vinyl paper. Vinyl
made on. soldiers, so they are weighted to I.:
wallcoverings come paper-backed .percent to the total papered ,area to
Now, hoWeVer, there are accurate models of
allow for the few had cuts (inevitand fabric-backed, and both go up
of all sizes. Wken all the numbers are in. it wi,!)e
able on your first job).
nicely. These papers don't stretch
large, medium and .small grips.that accurately re!lect -hunia;
Divide this number by the 'area .
out of shape, even if you reposition
Curiously, says Rutter. there seems to he an
that your wallpaper roll covers, and
them several times on the wall.
creatures
all
fact,
in
beings
human
that's the number of wallpaper rolls
Fabric-backed papers are more
contact with. In a way, we have a built-in ruler so AC KtLL.
that you need.
expensive and well suited for bathhow big a puddle we can jump and how high a step. we can ....
Make sure the paper is from the
rooms or kitchens, where humidity
climb.
same lot or batch. The batch numcan he a problem. Fabric-backed
When the process of identifying the ratios between hand,,
ber is stamped on each roll, and all
vinyls can be scrubbed and easily
legs and stair risers and shoulders and door width is comp.
the rolls should have the same
stripped off walls at a later date.
products that truly arc in tune with the people who
couldbe
run
short and have
number. If you
You can choose between preto order extra paper later, you
pasted wallpaper and those requirmight get a roll from a different
ing adhesive. Prepasted paper only
batch run. The color or repeat patneeds to be dunked or soaked in
tern might not match exactly. even
warm water to activate the paste
if you order the same pattern from
impregnated in its back. Other
the same store.
wallcoverings are hung on the wall
Clean the walls thoroughly and
with an adhesive applied with a
repair holes, cracks or dents. Wash
roller. If you use one of these papor paint the room's woodwork and
ers, ask your wallpaper dealer for
trim. Unless the woodwork is
an appropriate adhesive.
natural or its paint is in good
Look for paper with a pattern
shape, it will probably look dingy.
repeat or drop of 10 inches or less.
Compare Our Price & Coverage
next to the new paper. It's easier to
Pattern drop or repeat refers to a
753-0489
6th & Main
paint it now than after the paper is
pattern's length (a repeat or drop of
in
place.
repeats
10 inches is a pattern that
itself every 10 inches). The larger
the drop, the more paper is wasted
getting the pattern to align between
the pieces.
You'll find the pattern repgat on
the back of each pattern in your
wallpaper sample books and on the
Murray State University is an
roll's wrapping. By choosing a pat0
_., itA
equal education and employment institution
tern with a small repeat for your
first project, you can avoid excessive waste.
Build success into your first
attempt by choosing a simple bedroom. Don't try a bathroom, kitchen or two-story hallway at first.
First, look in the back of the
5:00-8.0 p.m./Barrels or Poles 8:00-10:00 p.m.
wallpaper book for a notice that
Negative Coggins Test will be required.
tells you the area of each roll. Most
rolls of American wallpaper contain about 36 square feet of material. Allowing for waste due to the
pattern drop and trimming, the roll
covers about 30 square feet. A roll
of European (metric) wallpaper
, a
,
contains about 28 square feet and
covers about 23 square feet of wall

Q. 1he stucco exterior on our
'use is beginning to look shabby.
can stucco he painted, and what
ire some other options of renewing
cxterior?
In warmer areas of the
A
S. where temperatures never
Irop below freezing, masonry
;)!ants are sometimes used to renew
,tucco that has grown dingy wit
:me. But in northern states mois
are migration through walls that
nave no vapor , barriers will Otter,
444csprcad.. paint f
s,,ch as peelinz and mildew Stl.;..co
:s in fact a masonry finish. and
ach the finish coat is intended
'•n sealing masonry
have stucco that is
y
(17[:1e and mildew that can 0,116.,
We stucco make .1 look
flat
he

new

soak for a short period, usually 5 t(i
10 minutes, to lift the dirt from the
rough stucco finish. Then power
wash -the stucco with clear water,
nlasting away all grime.
You should power wash any
.co'lk:fore attempting to recoat
paint or snicco mix. Often.
washing will renew the
,h so you don't need to
7e;.oat It.
-The I 1...t choice flr renewing
, hoaid be a cement-base
yt•.c.cii coating. not paint. These arc
.:va..anie in dry form and must he
with water. Most manufacr
offer several color chinces•
horo. for example, offers a color
'snarl of l0 different stucco coors.
stut.Lo according to ;'—re;_
1Hflon the hag, and apply .iver
a 7C-,
tILU,tiacco
nopder-type sprayer or a sy; • :•
or roller.

\

sprayer
apply. a
tO ;tie
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Wallpapering made easy
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MSU,or any employee of MSU,is not responsible for
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CLASSIFIEDS
By Abigail

4

Old

forcing your conditions. you
have already set a precedent.
Why not tell them what you told
me? You can even show them
this letter. but don't expect them
to understand your feelings.
People whose pets sleep u ith
them regard their pets as their
children.

Eih,Aft ABB\ I am a n4 ”.ar old
but I look, !eel and act like a
Mari '41 -A , plas tenni": three times
eek and keep myself in excellent
• • ondithin I ant engaged to
•
; wonderful 4.1-sear-old
- • he second time around
I has e three grown
I n, tnarrsing is child
; • she s made it ser \
at a children
,
•-• \
11

DEAR ABBY lam v. tat itegti
sour oRmoin about a ta in I es nnt! s
-FF1 fl -fl.
asiked ot rns aunt
••,,,
NP
-titter I asked her It"
-ee each other .-he
inouth-to-rneuth ki-- ;
and -Fth,
t nephew neark
her late hi..

An man who
DEAR
is iiung enough to he a lover is
not too old to need a casectomy.

Situation
Warted

Legal
Notice

Man Young Enough to Play
Is Not Too Old to Play It Safe

-a.
Last rvi
k
me a hug and a lilt
cheek I asked her hr
mouth ki-is and -h.,
I ,isked her Si 12,S she -aid ;t -he -aid
It Arai-411 proper"
thin she
• IT
she has two boy s.ith,!•
t e%er,ke,.thi
and iith that te-11.,
ouldn t ta fair to kis- tar r,.; •
!hail.,
tht- mouth What
•••"111..T
DEAR SHUT OUT: Mouth-tomouth kisses are for lovers —
not relatives. Be satisfied with a
hug and a peck on the cheek
from your good-looking aunt,hut
look elsewhere for the kind of
kisses lovers share.

IN VIT ATIO‘ It)
I lie City of Murray will accept quotations on
crewels to be used by the Mu,ta Publil Works &
hulk
Allies, Water and W &stew ater
ilium hydroxide Icaustit. soda lii1utdi 511'i met
„Iry cell grade, chlorine cylinders, and sulfur
dioxide
Specifications are available at the (it) Clerk'
Office, South 5th & Poplar Streets, NILITT3S. Ken
tuck) Quotations ate to he delivered to the City
Clerk's Office no later than 1 p m , Fr ioay. FehrUirs•
15, 1991 The City of Murray reserves the tight to
accept the lowest or best quotation or to re t ans or
all quotations submitted.

INFORMATION
The Medicare eat.
.trophic rimerAge Act
has been repealed Your
need
has never been
greater kw a comprehen
*vie Medicare Supple
nwnt plan Doductiblea,
i. insurance and "nonap
pn•ed"
charges
can
cause your out or packet
expenses to mount up
The l'art A deductible
or your insurance,
must pay ha• been in
creased to 11625 in 1991
for more inhirmation
call

2105 year 01 ServIte•

Pam's Cake Hut

''IVE clean up
1,1ble and trust
,t,ial 14 of f•045.14 1..01

1991 MEDICARE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
40
Send a mes•age
Ii your sweetheart
on a cake from

VCR Service
Vkird-Elkins
753-1713

Valentine y Day
Special

INSTRUCTION

..

-14'

41:7

',-1i Service Sec
'etar, :,:ir tnbutor of me
products for WO'
,_1•••'S .ni,,stry is seeking a
dependable person who
enpysIntwacting with customers and being helpful to
cli ,
.- ponsibilities in
:_,Jstomer so,
:,ecretarial and
""t duties 25%
•pc.lhg and receiving
possess
,sqt, typing
• sing skills
working
gr e a t
rsu
to
Bo x
, Ky

DRIVERS Must be 18
years of age Have own
vehicle and proof of insur
ance Apply in person at
Dominoes Pizza

Card
ot Thanks

LEARN TL.
- ORrIf
TRACTOR TRAilf R

57.99
C_afl sour twder. rn earls 1

4. 759-4492 go

.44• 044114

F thel

ALLIANCE

your

Mae

Kai...1r

birthday

1111

my

heart

still huru for you. 1 ou Sr.
remembered and loved every

day

that COITIFS and

EXTRA INCOME -91Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing novelty girt items
ror more information send
a stamped envelope to Inc
PG Box 6.02139 North
Miami FL 33261

Sincerely,

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
is
now
offering
Hallfield
frames.
Call us for all your
framing needs.
753-60X19

v

kaiser

Lost

And Found
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
tijI $I Tex F
Vt Kart
113'11: $214.06 mo.'
Cal Gene at 753-2617
*Pius Tat, Title 4 Ltanse
411 lb °dud End Loud

HIRING for waiters.. wait
re-s.ses. and d-shwasher
Experienced preferred
Appiy in person at August
Moon Restaurant in
Olympic Plaza 759 4653

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
;NOS NEED a lob/ A
GED/ Hope for the future"1
You may qual-ty if 'You do
- ne your CED Cr high
are
r
,

her ....ION...hire 'send ,. long

bu.ane.....

.•ny, lope. plus 4

•ae.

to I).-ar .91r.by I ipartahcroklet. I'(P
Morro,

Mount

HAFFL.ED:fv not rein-

hel Ii

Ill

51054

LEARN how to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For infor
mauve appointment phone
753 2607 or 753-1036

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 50m

Roe

t••• „r

USED and antique turn'
ture glass, tools, quilts
901 642 6290

APPLE IlE computer en
hanced 2 disk drives odor
n-:onitor loaded with soft
ware Priited to (ell
43ni 2558
FC;i4MAL gown ¶aa and
hiequins size 6 Worn
once 499 2981
GOL r Cart 3 wheel E Z
Go with Lip g'uc,id condi
',ion $325 Cal, after 5 ,n
759 9564

‘110.1

tor

•pool

01,
!...11111• ikEE;i- 'CS '‘...• :.,-; .1;;;
:
.E... :`,R i';',• k.
_ __v._;

2BR
$35(
2BR

V.J4!

ouni

-2131

PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years cry and state in
vestigation experience
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Invest gations
(5021753 2641
SHARP coolers Author
'zed' dealer for sles ser
supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pony C,all1 80( 248 4319
:
WANT a faster refund/
Why pay more for elecIronic filing/ Our prices
start at $20 001 Cal Hodge,
Noel and Associates the
income tax professionals at
753-6069 or 759-1425

EX
cer
furr
ern.

LE)
ap

fice
ab
48c

v:r-

rst

teed Free details. write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 971C
'

Appliances

•

sr, ;

CHECK

•

P •,. 4. '

sold dryer

Situation
Wanted

Home
Furnishings
7.1--ii'.1(.)M furniture 1
mirror, night
Twin bed $225
,ray white twin
Nith 2 peach bai.
•- 6 $40 h.,11 size
;•- .i.r headboard
12- bike with
,
115 30in
stove
$75
,
aher 5 30pm

;a -

4/7 /-?,•,/ 1

GARFIELD

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle

ACROSS

--ens

1- II',.1 'A

1111`,

E f
PIECE",

E., c

-551
waterbed with
h •i 'h bated mat753 4783
I? waterbed
headboard
-,atelhte dish

E X MN
iER
AREA
r-)
P • E E c * h-l • E
Lief .A • T
1-; A
i,i, 1 r
• 1,1
A

lr:=rlrrrlrnl

1 *V 9.41

,TS EASY
TO SEE *G1.111NE 1ER GET AWEAP1

Mianc,ey Fergu
nis: 753 5463,

N
.(F:E
F D i .,
..
E
mpiA
ir

YlE1S1

r'
•,
14DOWN
•.

Herman
16 Inlets
18 Beer
IAA
,
•'
ingredient
20 Ginger
cookies
22 Harvests
23 King of birds
24 Undergarments
26 Ventilate
27 Confirm
le
28 Hebrew feast
31 French
school
34 Hearing
26
27 29
Organ
Pompous
, 36
e
39 Shade
41 Urge on
44 Wants
37
46 Piece of
dinnerware
42
41
48 Court order
50 Crowd
46
51 Solemn
wonder
52 Bishopric
53 Theater sign
46 I
M
abbr
55 Teachers
160 1
org
56 Occupied a
•
chair
63
59 Proceed

1-1'54'S of firewood All
;in; d'y Near the Big
il Puryear

is.e•t.aliers

',r 44i1r•

BLONDIE

4

hi-

4,1
7444

era,.
see."

t coo

•

ar•7
e

22

',

2.

24

•
..
31

THE PHANTOM

36

•
(4
41,
1
--f
d

4(., •

9
•••

a;

44

„.

V
A
.4
,1
48

4,

••rp7
7

5 HE,
Mow/1 a

//SE

SO

S1

54

',3

62

+
_

411

59

1158

i
62
-

••••••••die.

_

-

•••••••,17,C;

NE
plo
ow
RIC

1979 14x72 2BR 2 bath
mobile home Fox Mea
dows No down payment
assume loan' $158 mo
753 973,

NC
ap,
Ap

4 IILDROONIS 1991 N1r.tel
tr.rnished 2 large bath's,
rni.dc

it ilm,"n1"., 1198.00

!Like/
Mimes Ifs) 79E Pans, IN
643 (1)12, I SO() 533-15611
per rm , ()ft C Keith

"GOOD used home" 1973
120,0 2 heilroorn $2,995.00
Delis(Jut itmtm yiiur lot Keith
I isio, 791 Pans,
Helsel I
I ,
44
\
I 2,
1 SOO SI I
"SPECIAL,"

12,50

1

Slohlic

fume $950.00 Good 1iar stor
1441 ,4n .1,id1114 RI

iia.kr r

N
I Mx,534

ri

Keith

i'Jris

I
44

11 5

I 2,

lC4

-WIVE rent?" 1136.50 Will
buy you your
Pen 2
• deiscstriiHrn hisne
livered and setup Keith HA cr
114Knes Ilssy 791•. Paris, IN
644 (1.112, 1-1101/ 33 390i

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR with app:Anart., wa
ter, lawn maintenance turn
ished Edge of town Coleman RE 753 9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753 5209

Farm
Equipment

if
i
r

FF

Mobile
Homes For Sale

age

.5."E risd
.1 • ti.t
peridable 8yr!=,
r:nOri Rete'enc,et", smirpl
435 4146

You never see it coming

270

PANG

n-Lr-r-ter for SPA for sale 753 3488 at
,• •
r., •r
Must ter 6prn
arid tre prof ii„.e•ir, Ii V-it.;
Mys,f, SUNT'AN booth 753 3488
0(0 Ci at.n.., Fl perfu-i r.lr-ea
TANDY 1000TX. 6401<
27201< dries 20 meg hard
drive mouse • DMP 132
printer CM 11 color morii
IBM compatible $1200
tor.
13 $15
prnrirti",s,ng
759 4919 after 6pm
mad wee.-.y check. guarar,

4•11144

—r,-/e. Aierla -. $.,
,....,...._ i. "a<
., ,
Ar

492

BUSINESS card special
1.000 one color ink busi
ness cards only $20 two
color only $24 JHC Adver
tising & Supply call
759 1602

1‘111.-

In les'sCSNI/Y IS KVA
IS %II RH

1.10\% IRFS

•

5
CAESK
CAELX.

2BR

ltmi

r

)="

2BR
men
753

BABY bed 753 4506
CASH for mobile home
t,ts1S $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 9063

ini luded

40004

., „A*.1„

WOODEN storage build
legs fix 56 starts at 1109510x16 $142450, 12x24
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

1Bri
stovi
ishe
5 30i

SIT

PEANUTS

,

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof
sets for sale at THE BOOK
RACK in Murray, Dixieland
Shopping Center Our fine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center; and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
tions otter silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through January 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161

182f
nea
753
5 301

,lnge

THE FAR SIDE

2

WILL babysit in my home
Mon Fri 753 9826

or money order for 113 9514 Slim( &nada

•

-

LIVE IN caregiver for an
elderly lady Experienced
references
have
901 232 8693 or 753 0105
ask for Patricia or Margaret

I ViacuJi,-, repair
,
bags belts arid hoses r4{..71,
and ur-,ed „acuum Gin-Or-i -Fl
jerry Spud:rig Goods 611.

her,
'

family re-cape. ,ar. Int luated in

Abby

lAlse•Nansous

lows

• • •

44.:"
1 CS

I ill for

p41114

All Brands

Heart for Onl

240

fl9n

Van Buren

A

;

'rood Seasoned
delivered

032
ty stove and
Seasoned and
Tr.,:r:
-7X1 Cut to your or
1‘2, 753 9808 474 8086
A F'REWOOD for sale
437 4667
•„iir,-)0D for sale Also
tree service - 436-2562,
436 '2-7`8
WG(rri.) foe sale 753-9745

ANTIQUE dealer space
available in Hazel, Ky Decades Ago Antique Mall
has space available to
quality dealers in a new
wing just opened
502 492 8140 days or
901 642 7286 after 5pm or,
stop by our mall on Main St
in Hazel Ky
OFFICE
complex
1600sq ft Central heaVair,
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 or 753 3372

OFFICE SPICE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information.

FOR SALE SPINET
CONSOLE PIANO BARGAIN Wanted Responsible party to make low
monthly payments on DUPLEX for? redecorated
spinet console piano Can Near hospital Stove re
be seen locally Call Mr 1rigerator and utilities turn
White at 1-800 327-3345 'shed No pets $350
ext 101
753 1987

•

PAGE IS
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Ea Services

sin

Real
Estate

Arr.

Services

Services
Offered.

Used
Trucks

Offered

Offered

MINUS

1828R nicely furnished
near MSU campus
753 6111 or 753 0606 after

ER•S COINS
is and proof
it THE BOOK
ray, Dixieland
nter Our fine
is also avail
TREASURE
lurray (South
j Center) and
KE ANTIQUE
zel All 3 loca
-en dollars and
ull line of U S
Ngn coins and
y Discounts
through JanuIs° buy coins
se estates

forage build
arts-at $1495'4 50 12x24
r sizes avail
'ortable Build
'7831

5 30pm

QUIET spacious country
2br duplex with car
port 2 miles out 94W
- 753 7951

upstairs apartment,
and refrigerator turn
ished 753 6148 after

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502 437 4113 EHO

1BR

stove

5 30prri

apart
downtown

2BR house or 2br

ment near
753 4109

WANTED male roommate
new 3br apartment
close to university
$120/mo water included
Non smoker 753 8477
to share

2BR central IVA, stove and
No pets
refrigerator
492 8634

2BR duplex 411
'/..arai 492 8225
_
2BR au/ l''

with
new carpet paint and wall
paper Fireplace with in
sort 2 Car garage, large
outbuilding
possession

call

aet..'''arices

174 •
t.

iestigator with
and state in

posit and
quired

re-

references

Central
2br house
heat, central air

Central

Central

•

it,A
No

AK-C puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha's.
Poodles, many more

try at

1

v ird
iy

''

refund

A

AKC

deck Nrixt
Shown by
• 753 9407 or

furnished

Very clean Col

ernan RE 753 9898

ofessionals at

LEASE Clean small 2br
with a p
apartment
Close to post of
fice.: park college A.ail
1171 riieri
able
pliances

Pur
4'

sold

AKC

registered

492-8561

Ridgewood Dr

Ap

753 7457

Real Estate services with a
wide selector: of quality
all

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy

753 1222

Apartrne-mtc, 753-3530

711L

prices
tali

tree
Ext

1 800 251

12 largc h-ith •s,

100

Murray Fire
Sales

1 home" 1973
$2,995.00

&

'We Service Any Types

Krah
791- Pant,
r, ,
4 4 011 I 2 ,

44

re built motor (Ap
12,000 miles) and

transmission (approx 8000
miles) asking $950 OBO

1979

SpeciAiring in Septic
Tanks. Sewers. Foundations. Hauling.

(502) 759-4664
FULL electrical services
Installation/repair
753 7724
GENERAL Repair plumb
tree work
rooting

ing

436 2642

Prates
installation
sional servisx? Glen Beb

lions Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate

,47
759 1;

leave
HOUSE

(tutu

5yrs

10% Off

sere:rice

stir t iii

cleaned the way you like it
4362767 or 436 5842 ask

,r. sill

tfiimmi

.

hem° repair

Carpentry

electric

arid

also appliance
Including refrigera

plumbing

arid AG

753 0318

Portable
f...ildings. pole barns, gen
'al home
v...ality :work fur ;ess Cus
: Tier sat:strict:on guarar,

502-753-0079

Cutlass

TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears

Sears

COMPLETE

t,:erd

‘• •

E

753 2310 for tree estimate

Services
Offered

pick! serv.c.,

3833

;III

cooling

M.,rray 436 556".)

covery

LSE USED

A

Cectricai

contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn

CUTLASS Supreme
on blue less than
70.000 actual miles -$1900

Pr-ri

ii

atri

11,!'-"1 ,1"tS
U'•0%,

753 8477

CAll A 1 for
r,,,,,,

1985 TOYOTA Celica GT
one owner 70K miles
759 1401.

Call

models

and

at,

Gary

LINDA'S Clearing Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270

759 470.1
LICEN`UED

courteous and eff.ciert ser
vice 759,1835

all central
i•.akifs

hvr

electr.c.

Sturm

F3earra
ow
Storni
Docirs,

Windows, Heat 1 apes
, Anvil
Anvil White Roof,

492-848A
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
* Quality Results *

PASCHALL and Sykes o'f

Calf- 153-5755

753 6902

for further information
Free

PLUMBING
mates

Affordable

esti
rate

,rk
Same day service All w,

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

753 4200

PLUMBING repairmari with
Ca
same day service

If

436 5255
COLSON e
,1-1,r1r1
Roofing
painting, p!,-

MR

Chimney

cleaner

Chimney

492 8561

Major

of Life

Medical

Medicare Supplement or Nursing

We

474 2307

check

will

with

several

companies to give you the best

ROGER Hudson rock•

possible

ing, gravel, sand, dirt, dr .•
753 45/.
way rock

rate

and

benefits

and

deliver the information to you at

753 6763

your home If you decide to buy a

STEWART'S

Ha'.

policy from us, we also give you

trash and garbage ;
Serving a:i of C.

‘ree claim service.

436 5236

SURE WAY Tree & Slurs p
Removal Insured with
e',,;
line of equipment 'ridr'
60ft

need any form

Home Insurance just give us a call

crete Free

County

you

insurance, IRA,

ROCKY

-•

.

petitive

References

OWNER:

BY

wall finishing New homrremodeling, patch work
489 2376 c'
additions

shopping, postal and bank
ing needs. etc 753 9630
Mon -Fr, 8'5

SALE

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, quality built Ranch
with maintenance-free extenor. Located
on large lot within walking distance to
shopping, banks and hospital. New carpeting, gas pac, roof, etc.
Priced at $82,500

Ph. (502)

7f.a 7203

see/1-.

FOR

Silver Roof

chipper To
operation at a luwi r

'Lear'.
FE USE •.:1
rd,r,g
.11 •,••' •.:in•Ing
•3 1.; rr.,011r.g Erie231r.)
4; a.•

Miller Furnaces

MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesitting. grocery

_

•Drop by & see our showroom
MuRRAV (Behind Bunny Bread;
753 5940

C-19 S

IAA
&
K
Vinyl Underpinning

gas, retri:jeration Installa
ton and rn•pair rf(A.? (2;ti
mates

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Get Your Home
Ready For Winter!

Free estimates Wulff s Re

mercial and residenhai. fast
ieahrig
,
CUNNit4C,HAM
arid Cool' f_;ie vice Corn

Custom Woodworking

Repair
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELiNG with wood
--a
grain tordi;c,
all colors

Types Of:

All

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

guaranteed

,ONTRAC TOR

on $4E.

home

'four

_
_vt4 Blown In By

1 ,14. 419;

T on

On Service Work
With This Ad Thru Feb

ex

Chimney

leave message

Free
cost
•
mates, wit'
Day or nite , f •
WILL do
anteed

-

Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed
& Main, but

Savings Bldg , 7th
when you

need service, all 'you

have to do is cal l

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4:199

is

1987 GRAN AM LE 2 door
black, ps'pb tilt, air stereo
cassette 75948)1
1989 CHEVY Cavalier no
down payment Assume
loan $180mo 753973€

Wsk...
.._____.,....
FARM AUCTION
_WE D N E SDA.. Y, FEBRUARY
00•frf

!Iuniiiihtf.J. de

1

up KciLh liakcr
791.. Paris, IN

ii't3

;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Lde...;
\,

\1111_1..cck.
6, 1991

pricanotes% Of IfILAI•11111

MR. HERMAN

K. ELLIS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

•
•
•

%hen Srriirinx 10 1.11urr,4, traveling %meth tir South On Ho, n41. fro lo Poplar Si
Proteed last III Blocks to 2od St . Pruteed South 2 11104 k% hi Sale Site'

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS • * SUPERIOR QUALITY
Case International 7140w mechanical Front Wheel Drive. 190 Hours, 20.8R-42 Radial

6111

TRACTORS

410 *.N.'

Duals. 16 9R-28 Radial Fronts 3 Rernotes. Weights. SN JA0017910 Super Show Room Sharp •
Case International 7120 w Mechanical Front Wheel Drive, 620 Hours. 18 413.42 Radial Duals. 14 9R28 Radial Fronts 3 Remotes Dual PTO. Weights SN JA009703 Super Show Room Sharp • IHC
1066. C & A. 3811 Hours 208-38 Rubber. Dual PTO 2 Remotes. TA Weights. SN U029612 Real
Good • John Deere 2240 3188 Hours Remote Valve Spin Out Wheels. Real Good • Super M
Farman iv Power Steering New Tires New Paint 'Pretty As A Picture • Super M Farmall Original
ppikuurd, Amp mE,Ag$, Case International 1660 Axial-Flow 921 Hours 4 Wheel Rear Assist 30 51-32
Drive Rubber 14 9-24 Steering Rubber SN 026987 Equipped iv 1020 Series 20 Platform Set 003513
Super Show Room Outfit • Case International 1063 Series 6 Row Narrow Corn Head SN 003819 Show

Rent

.pliances

CL EANING

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OM WOODWORION6

KtLb

i'Jr,
fin! 2

$13650 Veil
r risk n 1991 2

FOr

Sears

By

GUTTERING

CARPET and vinyl repairs

repair

Broughm PM, white letter
tires $1900 Call 753-7146

loaded 759 1515

*

•.

1 mile from Murray

OLDS

.l0 Year% Experience

759 1683

WELCOME TO MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE POPCORN CAPITOL OF THE WORLD

Sliibile

on

tuned
prox

construction

With their picture and a special message in the paper on Vabentine's

fer sir
1

Tripp Williams

eeps
,
Si

Inboard - Outboard
Fiberglass - Replace
floors & Seats All eiork
guaranteed

1

753 9295 after 5pm

,ur let

12.50

4

timates

cleariir:g

Wayne Darnell
Marine Repair

Almo Open 9 12
Mon Fri , 753 0530

Extinguisher

Service
759-1999
225 N. 2nd St
.24 Hour Answering Service
•Free Pick-up & Delivery

33 1568

Granada

decks, pa

and

Cill 11

1986 TOYOTA van excel
lent family car $5000

1991 Mixlcl

Keith Italic!'
79E Paris, IN

Call 436 2427
1979 FORD

hornier,

filf?c,,ag‘!

1983

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fors a complete range of
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central fl/A appliances
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cling, framing
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HAULING, yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
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Boats
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VCR

ing, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
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manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
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door 302 engine C-4 trans
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Factory trained by 3 maior
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Used
Cars
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VCR REPAIR Wood

Service Center, cleariihj
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Home remodeling, paint
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1979 CADILLAC Biarritz ;_
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Supplies
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SLEEP
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duplex

nisson
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Motorcycles
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LI/U

Homes
For Sale
3BR 2 bath brick in city

Rooms
For Rent

5th

r..r. 1, ling

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical
Sewer 1210(1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753 0606 after 5pm

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding all

C.Irpt:rt

',fens

A'

Must see' 753 9782

-ion

110

N

ii IJorttiwood

-

has new

and a new rebuilt transmis

'
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$350 mo

1965 FORD F100

exhaust system plus many
new parts, nearly new tires

1969 FOCIU S ton pickup.
400 erg,'14! with C 6 trans
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at

Northwood

duplex

2BR

SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Con
tact Wilson Real Estate 30?
S 12th or call Wayne WI
son 753 3263

wa

Itenance turn
at town Cole
19898
2 or 3br,
s
; Walking dis
ge 753 5209
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space
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irs in a new
I opened
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Two-Like New Yamaha 350 Terrapro 4 Wheelers w PTO Systems • Like New
Pull Sprayer iv Double Folding 14 Booms
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it Stove re
I utilities furn
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Mary Ann,
Lore Ya!

John
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V
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V
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Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelincs (no more
V
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International TO 24 Dozer Cable Bled* Rear Winch. Excellent under
Carriage. SN 1C456407 • Case W7 Rubber Tire 4 Wheel Loader Diesel Engine 80 Bucket • 20 Penile
Hitch Tandem Dual Boggle Axle Trailer v. Ramps

Court
n 5th St
er month.
Delaney
for more

•

V

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

D

ler,v,
I tow la'
Mary Ann

r*VWFWrikfeefft.”tris,WfLAP,R4viti,

Room New
FiELe EQUIPMENT Case International 496 Series 28 Disc. 22 Blades 7 1 2 Spacing w MAW Rear
Harrow Show Room New • John Deere 1508 Hyd Fold Cutter • John Deere 235 Black Gang 25 Disc •
John Deere 8300 Series 23 Hole Doub* Disc Drill • Lely 450-44 Series 15 Roterra Like New • John
-less 6 Row Narrow Planter yr 140 Till Coulters • OA 8 W 400 Bushel Grain Cart w Hyd
Deere 7000 Pratt
Folding Auger • Brillion 25 Hyd Fold Cuitimulcher Very Nice • AC No Till Planter w 12-74 Series Units •
Wilma, 500 Series SS 14.000 Pound Tandem Spreader Buggy w Twin Spreader Fan • 1HC 13 Tine 3 PI
Chisel Plow w Gauge Wheels • John Deere 7000 Plate Type 4 Row 36 Planter w Dry Fertilizer • 3 Pt 7
Rotary Cutler • INC 6 Row Cultivator • 3 Pi PTO Seeder • 1100 Gallon Bumper Hitch 1 Axle Water Trailer •
1000 Galion Water Tank • Two-Poly Tanks, 1000 And 700 Gallons • Combine Header Trailer • Bridge Hitch
• Set Crt Saddle Tanks And Racks w Pump • 2-Ton Fertilizer Blender w Newly Reworked Fairbanks-Morse
Scales • Various 8 Transport Grain Augers 38 To 60
TRUCAS-TRAILERS-YENICLES. 1487 international Eagle Truck Tractor 15 Speed New Michelin li -22 5
Radials Walk In Sleeper Complete Maior On CAT 425 Engine New Clutch And Rear End A Road Ready
Outfit • 1984 Fruehauf Aluminum Pneaumatic Model HAB-F2-.1 1200 Trailer 10 00R-20 Radials
SN 4EL009302 Meets Ali FDA Fleguirements Very Nice • 1982 Hawkeye 42 Hopper Bottom Trailer
w 10 00R-20 Radials Roll Over Tarp • 1962 Foster 40 Hopper Bottom Trailer iv 10 00R-20 Radials Roil
Over Tarp • 1987 Ford F -150XLT Lariat Pickup Loaded w Accessories Very Noce • Three-1960 Ford
F-600 Grain Trucks re HOW 900-20 Rubber 2 Speed Axles Low Mileage • 1974 International Transtar il
In Axle Grain Truck. 430 Del Enguae 13 Speed Hendrix Suspension Twin Screw Air Bag Tri Axle
10 00R-20 Radials 12 Bed And Hoist iv Double Tip Toppers Fined Tarp Cargo Tail Gates Real Good •
1978 Ford 7000. CAT Dasei Engine Allisen Automatic Transmission. Hyd Loh Tandem 22 Van Body
•Roll Up Door • 1976 Chevy C-65 spreader Truck 366 Engine. 5 6 2 Speed Equipped w Chandler 12
Hyd Spreader Bed w Tarn Fan And Sail Unloading System 48431 00.20 Terra Tires • 1968 White 10
Wheeler Twin Screw Diesel Engine, 10 Speed, 20 Bed And Hoist. 52 Sides • 1976 Internationai Grain
Truck Omaha 15 Bed And Hoist 52 Sides • 1977 Dodge 2 Ton • 1974 International Grain Truck at Bed
And Hoist • 1975 Ford 34 Service Pickup Hyd Tail Gate Air Compressor Fuel Tank. Tool Bores • 1977
GIAC 34 Pickup • 11 Fontane Gear Drive Spreader Bed • 18 Van Body w Roll Up Door Side Entrance
Tommy Litt • Four-4801 00-10 Terra Tires And Wheels • 1987 Chevy Caprice Classic 9 Seater Station
Wagon iir New Engine • 1964 Ford LTD Station Wagon
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Day to a real Ninja
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REAL ESTATE BROKER
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Murray Middle School earns
6th district championship title

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Pearl Staples Short

Luther G.
White
Luther G. White. 80, Benton.
died Monday at 3:45 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital. Benton.
A retired mechanic, Mr White
was a member of the Church of
Christ.
His wile. Mrs. Ernestine White.
preceded him in death
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Nancy Elkins. one son. Bob
S. White. Benton, two sisters, Mrs.
Vivian Watkins, Murray, and Mrs_
Margaret Gipson. Benton. one
brother. Elder White. Gilhertsville,
lise grandchildren, sesen greatgrandchlidren.
Funeral rites will be We,nesday
:1 p m. in the chapel of Filbeck
an Cann Funzral ttorn-e.
ns ,1' of!le,ate
Benton
•

Mrs. Pearl Staples Short, 80, Rt.
2, Murray, died today at 4:20 a.m.
at her home. Her husband, Norval
Short, died Aug. 13. 1959.
A member of Flint Baptist
Church, she had retired from Food
Service at Almo School and Calloway County High School.
Born Nov. I, 1910. in Calloway
('ounty, she was the daughter of
the !ate James Monroe Staples and
Lucy Ora !Magness Staples
Sursisors are one daughter, Mrs
Willa Dean Colson and husband.
the Res_ Odell, Rt. 2. ‘larray, three
grandehildren. Mrs Sharon Shaw
lyeshand. Pau., Me.hartless.11e.
md . Mrs Gs7p2r Not-s..sortl- and
l)aJ. Rt ]. Msirrav. and
ssaha Barf,er _hd has.17:Lf

Edward. Atlanta, Ga.; four greatgrandchildren, Tony Childress, Rt.
2. Murray, Deanna Childress, Rt. I.
Deter. and Bradley Norsworthy
and Brent Norsv.orthy, Rt 1.
Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters.
Mrs Anna Sammons and husband.
Thomas R . Las Vegas, Nev., and
Mrs ora Nene Mohler, Columbus,
otno, two brothers, Wilson Staples
and wife. Juana. Evansville, Ind..
and iak Staples and wife. Row.
I ueson. An/.
1he funeral will be Thursday at
in the chapel of J.H. Chur,I.!li Funeral Home. Burial will folMurray Memorial Gardens.
I.:Hends mas call at the funeral
after
p m. Wednesday.

Mrs. Malinda Turnbow Moore
three sisters. Nola Carr,
Laura Kemp and Lowe Watson;
one bro:her, Ples Tidwell, and one
ranJhd
,in.

At ( 1 0
:7

Ira H. Dill

2•

I

I)

re:,red

L'S

man

As eriae Char. n

Chr.s.„

Memph.s

Surs sors are one daughter. Mrs.
Jeanette Yarbrough and husband.
Ed. Memphis. two sons. Ernest F.
Turnhow and wife, Etna. Louisvil.e. and Eugene 1 umbow and wife.
aro. a. Memphis...one brother. Cur:
I_ Tidwell and wife. Cather•
e. Lynn Grose: eight grandehilgreat-grandchildr,:n
.7";77.
Cole:7ah Faneral
..• m_77,1‘
c: harec_

.•

T.L. (Red) Hopper
Ilol.day, Tacoma. 'Nash., co,
s •.
he Wlednesdas at 2
t, the chapel of Collier Funer7:s! BC7:07: Terry Walters
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Middle School; Jessica Stuart, third
of South Marshall Middle School
and Rachel Cella, fourth of Murray
Middle School. In the final category of English composition, Alice
Bcnford, first of Calloway County
Middle School; Lori Cook, second
of Murray Middle School; Christy
Eizenga, third of South Marshall
and Tom Richtor, fourth of Calloway County Middle School.
Also from. this ciistria.compat
lion, the teams winning in the
future problem solving and quick
recall categories will advance to
regionals. Calloway County Middle
School won first place in the area,
of future problem solving, while
Murray placed second. Quick recall
was won by- Murray Middle
School, with Calloway placing second. These two winning teams,
along with individual winners,
Andy Rose of Calloway County
Middle School and Kcisa Benhett
of Murray Middle, are among those
advancing to regionals.
"We have enjoyed a very successful year, and we are pleased
with both individual and team
efforts. I would also like to thank
the understanding parents for their
time and cooperation. We look forward to regionals." Weatherly. said.

Murray chess players compete
Ten Murray chess players competed in the 1991 Lauderdale Scholast,e Chess Tournament in Ripley.
Tenn last Saturday. .The middle
school fifth and sixth grade team
captured the first place trophy in
the elementary division, posting 16
game points over second place, St.
George's School, Nashville.
Josh Price and David Crouch fin

Hospital...
Coni'd from page
Puckett baby boy. parents. Leisa
and Tim. P.O. Box 112. Dukedom.
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mr, Thelma Manning,' 2002
Coldwa:er Rd.. Murray; T.C. Collie, 526 South Sixth St_ Murray,
Mrs. Audie Hurt, Rt. 4, Box 450,
Murray.
Mrs. !Mardell Conner, 5784
Lafayette Rd,. Hopkinsville:
Audrey Wilson Simmons. 919
Sycamore St.. Murray; Norbert A.
Siebold. Rt. 3. Box 412-L, Murray:
Miss Karen A. Holada. 400
North Third St.. Murray; Mrs. Margaret A. Lyons. 1515 Glendale Rd..
Murray.
Mrs. Carrie L. Cavanaugh and
r)abyl. Rt. 5, Mayfield:. Mrs.
Deser.e Phipps, 105-A Walnut Ct..
Berttnn
Expiration
George Tirford Montgomery,
1004 Brookview. Apt. I. Benton

Dismissals
Dorothy Wagoner, K2
Manor, Murray; Matthew
11C Box- 313, New Concord: Roger Eldridge, Rt. 1, Box
24. Almo;
Earl. Nix Wilson Jr., Rt. 2, Box
108, Hazel; Miss, Amy Lynn
Islauts., 224 Riviera Trailer Ct.,
Murray, Ms. Joann Phillips, 403
South Eighth St.. Murray;
Mrs. Vicki Lynn Page, P.O. Box
Paris, Tenn.; Herbert Boyle
k: 1. Box 152A, Murray; Mrs
Arnie Bailey, 817 Sha Wa Circle.
Murray
Mrs Kathleen Woodward, Rt. 1,
Bow. 80, Hardin; Mrs. Willie Melu
West View Nursing Home
Murray, Mrs. Lucille Nix Hart
Pa7year Nursing Home, Puryear
fenn..
Will.am Nance, Rt. 2, Box 240,
P,ryear, Tenn.; Thomas Smother721 Anderson Dr., Mayfield:
Mrs Cindy Craig and baby boy.
Box 72E. Buchanan, Tenn.

,sticd undefeated, with perfect
scores of 5-0. Price was awarded
the first place individual trophy on
tie breaks. Crouch won the second
plidce individual award, aneJosh
Mitchell took third place with a 4-1
record. Chad DeLancey contributed
two wins to the team's total, and
Joe NIcKeel and Jeff Page added
one win each.
Brandon Kellie and Josh Frisk
pla.ved in the primary division of
'the tournament. Frisk took third
plak.,..• in individual, with three wins
and a draw. Stephen Breeding won
three games in the elementary division Stephen Crouch lost only one
fame in The junior high section, but
:IS edged out on trophy contention
tie breaks.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890

X a.m.-8, p.m.

Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance.
*1 have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
"Free help in filing claims for my clients"

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
S.T. & Contaminated Soil Remos al

Brent Allen
Ditching
1979

759-1515

leGood
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Math, social studies, science.
language arts and English composition were the categories under
which the team participated. Those
individuals winning the top four
positions in each category will
advance to regional competition,
hosted by- Murray Middle School,
Feb. 15 and 16. In math, Andy
Ros,,:, first of Calloway County
NUdle School; Tracy Pervine, second of Murray Middle School:
Missy Jarris, third of Benton and
David Jones, fourth of Calloway
County. Social Studies was dominated again by Andy Rose, with
Jason Shelby, second of Murray
Middle School; David Graves. third
ot Murray Middle School and

Jason Lect, fourth of „Calloway
County Middle School . The science category was won by Kcisa
Bennett of Murray Middle; Jason
Mills, second of North Marshall
Middle School; Chris Cunningham,
third, of South Marshall Middle
School and Allen Martin, fourth of
North Marshall. Keisa Bennett also
won the language arts category and
Misss. Jarris. second of Benton
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Murray Middle School earned
the title of sixth district champions
lor the third consecutive yeg, with
Calloway County Middle School
taking first runner up honors at
North Marshall Middle School last
weekend.
The annual Governor's Cup
Academic Tournament, sponsored
by the Kentucky Academic Association resulted in a "very spirited,
very close," competition among the
fise schools which participated.
said Roy, Weatherly, principal at
Murtay. Middle School.
A..ording to official final results
rwarded from. North Marshall,
\tr4y carried .the sweepstakes
". a total of 30 points, with Cal-

one newborn admission and dis7:,:ssais at Murray-Calloway Counts 'Hospital for Monday, Feb. 4,
base been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Dawson baby girl, parents, Iva
and Roy. 4595 New Hope Rd..

of 10.00 AM

industria ssrage
pre.oxis lose
Sir Products ..
s, 1( (1,5, 5
1-&
Rank of Sturr

Murray LosIgor & Times Wel Writer

loway close behind at 26 points,
Weatherly said.

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
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1/4 H.P. Champ
Garage Door Opener
Model 8140

Stainless Steel Sink
$3,
499

113433
33)1.22

942

Zx4'
panel

OPEN EVERY DAY
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 611 N.

Textured

•F ,e retardant
•Acoustical
•Wasnaole
•Text..•ed

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
To Better Serve You

Self-Rimmed‘

T4pArr To Owr( Orrle

Preston Barrett

Faultless
Entrance Lock
113700
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$849
MYERS
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